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ABSTRACT 
EFFECTIVE TEACHERS AT THE MIDDLE LEVEL 
SEPTEMBER 2000 
AMY R. GELINAS, B.A., NORTH ADAMS STATE COLLEGE 
M. Ed., NORTH ADAMS STATE COLLEGE 
Ed. D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor Allan Feldman 
What are characteristics of exceptional teaching in terms of academic, social and 
emotional growth as determined by middle school teachers and students? An effective 
middle grades teacher transmits a core of common knowledge to his or her students. An 
effective middle grade teacher makes his or her students feel they are a part of a 
community, and provides a meaningful and challenging educational experience. The 
effective middle grades teacher takes the time to talk with his or her students about 
academic matters and personal problems, and makes the student see that he or she has 
value and is a success, with a promising future. (Turning Points, 1989). Are pre-service 
teachers prepared to teach at the middle level? 
The purpose of this study was to determine if effective middle school teachers 
share certain characteristics, and if so, how could they become integrated into a teacher 
education program. 
vi 
Teachers of middle school students, pre-service teachers, middle school students, 
and middle school administrators participated in this study about effective middle school 
teachers. Surveys, interviews, and questionnaires were administered to participants in 
order to determine what is exceptional about them. The data was then used to identify 
characteristics or methods which effective middle level teachers have in common. The 
results were grounded in adolescent development theory. The research may help 
determine teacher characteristics or methods that are most suited in terms of academic, 
social, and emotional growth for a middle level student. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
If you want to see an outpouring of energy equal to a space shuttle launch, spend a 
day in a local middle school. Instead of paying money to the local thespian group to 
observe the entire range of human emotion, from the pits of despair to the heights of 
ecstasy, spend an hour at a middle school in your town. To view the latest in fashion, 
from make-up to clothing, or to catch up on the most recent episodes of current TV 
shows, movies or music, drop in on a middle school class. The adolescent of the 00’s is a 
highly energized being, with a budding awareness of social values and his or her place in 
society. The young adolescent of today has pressures and demands that far and away 
exceed those of past generations, for instance the pressures of high drug/alcohol abuse, 
child abuse, and unconventional family structures. Society is also demanding that our 
youth keep pace with the increasing technical knowledge and its usage. Many adults turn 
to a child for help with the programming of their VCR or computer. Many young people 
are as comfortable with e-mail or Internet as adults are with the postal system or the 
telephone. When you look closely at the early adolescents of today and consider the fast 
rate of change in their lives, also consider the education these young people receive. 
In the Handbook of Research on Teacher Education, Edward and Mary Ducharme 
outlined several matters and issues of teacher education that are either largely or partially 
unknown. They ask the question: “Would analysis of teachers deemed successful by 
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peers, students, supervisors, and community reveal particular characteristics that present 
in prospective teachers would augur well for their future success?” (Ducharme & 
Ducharme, 1996, p.1030) 
Effectiveness in teaching is an issue that every pre-service teacher program 
grapples with. A list of characteristics that effective teachers have in common might aid 
in program entry qualifications, “...relevant competencies for entry to teacher education 
programmes include autonomy, initiative, resourcefulness; adaptability and flexibility; 
creativity; genuine concern for children and appropriate attitudes to all children; ability to 
relate well to others; and capacity for empathy; valuing of excellence and learning ” 
(Watts, 1989, p.146-147). 
President Clinton, in his 1997 State of the Union Address stated, “... to have the 
best schools, we must have the best teachers” (Clinton, 1997). His speech resonates with 
the nation’s concern about the public education and the need for excellent teachers. In his 
Annual Back to School Address to the National Press Club, the US Secretary of 
Education Richard W. Riley (1998) focuses on what we must do to prepare the next 
generation of teachers. He states, “... the current certification process is a cumbersome 
obstacle course that has little to do with excellence and much more to do with filling out 
paperwork” (Riley, 1998). In his address Riley talks about the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act. This act does not delineate middle school as an entity of its own, however 
he adds, “...I urge teacher prep programs to put a much stronger focus on giving future 
teachers rigorous grounding in developing the skills they need to teach. It is harder than 
you think. Knowing your content is not enough. There is a skill and a craft to it all...” 
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In response to President Clinton’s speech and Secretary Riley’s Back to School 
Address, the National Center for Education Statistics prepared a statistical analysis report 
(January, 1999) entitled Teacher Quality: A Report on the Preparation and Qualifications 
of Public School Teachers. (It should be noted that in the report Middle School is not 
recognized as a level of education - only two levels are recognized: elementary and 
secondary.) The report provides a profile of the quality of the nation’s teachers. 
“Teacher quality is a complex phenomenon, and there is little consensus on what 
it is or how to measure it. Definitions range from those that focus on what should be 
taught and how knowledge should be imparted to the kinds of knowledge and training 
teachers should possess” (NCES, 1999). 
Some of the qualities describing expert teachers include the fact that “... expert 
teachers use knowledge about the children in their classrooms - their backgrounds, 
strengths, and weaknesses - to create lessons that connect new subject matter to students’ 
experiences (Leinhardt, 1989; Westerman, 1991). The report supports the idea that “it is 
possible to identify good teachers by observing them and that, once identified, the 
teachers’ strengths can be determined and recorded (NCES, 1999, p.10). 
Purpose 
Are the teachers of this very specific population properly trained to meet their 
changing needs? The purpose of this study was to determine if effective middle school 
teachers share certain characteristics, and if so, how could they become integrated into a 
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teacher education program. Have the educational institutions of today kept pace with the 
students they are meant to service? 
The middle school program is dynamic, often rapidly changing to reflect the needs 
of the young adolescent. The preparation of teachers of this population also needs to keep 
pace. Some teachers are exceptional in their ability to keep in step with the needs of the 
students, the changing demands of the curriculum, and the ever-increasing red tape 
involved in the teaching profession today. These teachers are ‘shining stars’ in the 
profession, and they offer valuable lessons for pre-service teacher education as well as 
current teachers and administrators of adolescents. 
Exceptional teachers offer a warm, supportive classroom environment, encourage 
students to do the best they can do and teach the students to evaluate and improve their 
work. (Glasser, 1993). This paper reviewed methods of exceptional teachers in terms of 
academic, social, and emotional growth as determined by middle school teachers and 
students. The purpose of this review is to look at the academic, social and emotional 
stages of development during the middle level years (10-14) and determine the 
effectiveness of teaching methodology based upon these characteristics. 
Adolescent Characteristics Affect Learning 
Why is it important to know how the characteristics of adolescence affect 
learning? In what ways would the knowledge of the stages of cognitive development 
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influence an academic program? Does psycho/social development affect learning, and if 
so, how may this influence teaching styles or curriculum? “Above all else, prospective 
middle grade teachers need to understand adolescent development” (Turning Points, 
1989). In the past, the educational program for adolescents was designed to imitate high 
school (Bryk & Raudenbush, 1988). The younger group was not recognized to have any 
specialized needs; they were just height-impaired. Students jumped from the contained 
classrooms of elementary school (often encompassing grades one through eight) with one 
nurturing teacher with whom the student spent the school day, to a system of several 
teachers with whom they spent less than an hour. In the elementary school the bond 
between student and teacher supported the psycho/social and emotional as well as 
academic development of the student. The jump from this nurturing environment into a 
class changing, teacher-changing schedule of the junior or senior high school was 
traumatic. It is difficult to develop a mentor relationship with someone you see (with 25- 
30 other people) for only 45 minutes a day. The sense of disengagement from the 
educational process was prevalent (Atwater, p. 234). 
Middle School Philosophy 
“A philosophy of education, like any theory, has to be stated in words, in symbols. 
But so far as it is more than verbal it is a plan for conducting education... it must be 
framed with reference to what is to be done and how it is to be done” (Dewey, 1938). The 
middle school philosophy recognizes the need of the adolescent to have a transition 
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from the nurturing of the elementary level to the formality of the high school level. To 
jump from one to the other, especially at the stage in a person’s life when growth and 
development is oftentimes overwhelming and society’s overlaying pressures are already 
increasing, is a large task for an adolescent. The middle school attempts to transition the 
student from the elementary level to the high school level by having the students move 
together in teams, with a limited number of teachers and the same group of students. 
Academics are supported with activities that encourage the development of mentor 
relationships with teachers. The teachers play an important role at this particular 
developmental phase, and require special training to fulfill this role effectively. At this 
stage an emerging adolescent is striving for independence, pulling away from his or her 
parents, yet the need for a safe adult mentor is vital. For many emerging adolescents, this 
relationship can alter the course of their lives (Diero, 1996). 
Middle Level Teacher Qualifications 
What are the qualifications for a middle school teacher? Certain characteristics 
can be quantified, such as completing specific course work, and the ability to write a 
lesson plan that coincides with the appropriate curriculum. National standards along with 
some individual state standards do require specific course work specific to this age group. 
(These requirements will be reviewed in a later section.) These qualifications should be 
met, and they are. Yet, what characteristics do exceptional middle school teachers have 
that others do not? Is it possible to quantify the elusive qualities that bring 
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the average middle school teacher up to the exceptional level? What are the “chemistry” 
components? 
Adolescence 
What is adolescence? “Adolescence is best defined as the period of rapid growth 
between childhood and adulthood, including psychological and social development.” 
(Atwater, 1996). This stage of development is highly charged, incredibly inconsistent, 
emotionally draining, and increasingly important in the overall development of humans 
(Miller, 1993, Hillman, 1991, Damon, 1977). Early adolescence, roughly ages 10 to 15, is 
the period during which a child is adjusting to changes in his or her body, learning new 
cognitive skills at school, attempting to acquire greater autonomy from parents, and 
becoming more peer-oriented (Atwater, 1996). It also covers a relatively short period of 
time. This period of time in human development is separate from childhood and 
adolescence. Many educators mention the impossibility of teaching those kids. Are they 
right or wrong? How do the characteristics of early adolescent’s affect the teaching and 
learning in middle school? 
The next chapter reviews some of the contributions of researchers in the areas of 
early adolescent development and how it affects learning in middle school. Also reviewed 
are studies about the characteristics of middle level educators, and certification 
requirements along with information comparing the middle school concept with that of 
the junior high school. The domains of development reviewed are a conglomeration of 
several theories of cognitive development. An early adolescent, in this paper, is a person 
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between the ages of ten to fifteen years old. A glossary of terms used in this study is 
included at the end of this chapter. 
The next chapter will also review contributions of researchers in the areas of early 
adolescent development and education. Also reviewed will be research on current 
pedagogy in the middle school area, and statistics for educational requirements for 
Middle Level educators. 
Glossary 
Adolescence The period of rapid growth between childhood and adulthood, including 
psychological and social development (Atwater, 1996). 
Content The subject matter of a book or document; the proportion of a specified part 
(Webster's Dictionary, 1990). 
Early Adolescence Roughly ages 10 to 15; the period during which a child is adjusting to 
changes in his or her body, learning new cognitive skills at school, attempting to 
acquire greater autonomy from parents, and becoming more peer-oriented 
(Atwater, 1996). 
Hands-on A kinesthetic teaching/leaming activity which involves physical activity, such 
as a science lab, or a play (Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development, 1989). 
Identity A feeling of being at home in one’s body, a sense of ‘knowing where one is 
going', and an inner assuredness of anticipated recognition from those who count 
(Atwater, 1996). 
Latchkey Children Children who go home from school to an empty house (requiring a 
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key) and may not see either parent until dinnertime (Bird & Kemerait, 1990; 
Learner, Jacobson, & del Gaudio, 1992) 
Mentor Teacher, or Mentoring A teacher who takes a new teacher ‘under his or her 
wing’, and acts as an advisor during the new teacher’s first year of teaching 
(Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development, 1989). 
Pre-service teacher A student teacher (McEwin, C. K., Dickinson, T. S., Erb, T.O., & 
Scales, P. S., 1997). 
Role modeling Behavior among young people which may reflect adult behaviors and 
values (Bandura, 1986). 
Self-esteem Our evaluation of our own worth (Enhanced Roget’s US Thesaurus © 1995). 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The following sections review literature from several leading authorities 
concerning the developmental characteristics of early adolescents. An early adolescent, 
for this study, is considered to be between the ages of ten to fifteen years old. For this 
paper development is categorized into three categories: physical, cognitive, and 
psycho/social. 
Physical Development of Early Adolescents 
Development occurs in several arenas simultaneously, and not always smoothly. 
The tall, gawky adolescent may have recently undergone a growth spurt of the long 
bones, but the muscles and nerves have not kept pace, thus causing the awkwardness 
common to this age group. Or, a larger than average adolescent may look older than his or 
her age group, however the cognitive development is lagging and this person may be 
expected to act in a more mature manner than he or she is capable. “... Individuals 
change according to idiosyncratic schedules, and they also develop uniquely in terms of 
intelligence, disposition, attitudes and tastes, interests, work habits and aspirations” 
(Chris Stevenson, 1991, p. 55.) This section will review literature concerned with the 
physical development of the adolescent. 
In her article, “Adolescents: Why they can be so obnoxious”, Joan Newman 
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(1985) wrote about the characteristic awkwardness of adolescence. She shows how 
obnoxiousness, which is common in the early adolescent stage, results from uneven 
growth during puberty. 
With the exception of the first three years of life, more biological changes occur in 
the bodies of ten- to fourteen-year -olds than any other age group (Miller, 1993). Early 
adolescence is characterized by rapid physical growth, concerns about body image, 
movement from concrete to more abstract ways of thinking and intense conformity to and 
acceptance by peers (Hillman, 1991). The stages of physical development are different for 
girls and boys. Certain male characteristics of development are considered (by peers) as 
an advantage. The boy who early on develops height and muscle mass is looked up to, 
and most boys look forward to this change (Walker, and Lirgg, 1995). If a boy matures 
earlier than the average, he will have decisive advantages over his later-maturing peers, 
both physically and socially (Hillman, 1991; Staffordd, 1982; Tanner, 1962). On the 
other side of the balance, a boy who matures later than the average does not have the 
same peer influence as his more quickly maturing friend, and thus may struggle with a 
lower self-image and the accompanying problems. Boys who lag behind in development 
also tend to have a lower self-image than boys who mature ahead of their peers (Duncan, 
Ritter, Dombusch, Gross, and Carlsmith, 1985). Boys who mature later than the average, 
instead of being respected and well liked are inclined to be viewed as socially immature 
and less capable. Due in part to expectance effects, these boys tend to engage in more 
deviant behaviors, especially in the school setting. Understanding this is important for the 
middle level teacher. 
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For girls, late or early physical maturation has a different effect. Maturation in a 
girl includes an increase in adipose tissue along with widening hips. In this weight¬ 
conscious society these are not always considered positive attributes. Anorexia nervosa 
occurs in young girls at this critical time. In fact, the greatest number of those who suffer 
from anorexia nervosa are females from 12 to 18 years old (Romeo, 1984). The early 
maturing girl may not feel good about herself, and, because she sometimes does not “fit 
the mold” of the physically attractive middle school student, relationships with peers and 
adults tend to suffer. Along with this, earlier-maturing girls have been found to engage in 
more deviant behaviors and have more school-related difficulties than girls who mature 
later (Duncan et. al., 1985). When looking at physical development, the theories of Bios 
(1989) explain the increase in self-absorption of adolescents. He speaks about the central 
issue of object relations in relation to psycho/sexual growth. The transition from same- 
sex friendships to heterosexual friendships begins in the middle level years and becomes 
a matter of increasing importance. This issue impacts the educational atmosphere of a 
middle school. These issues may require special training for the middle level educator to 
recognize and address effectively. With the changing social direction of attention, it 
becomes increasingly more difficult for the adolescent to focus attention on academic 
matters. 
Physical development in early adolescence is dramatic. Its impact reaches from 
wardrobe considerations to self-image and relationships with peers and others. Physical 
development impacts the day-to-day life at school. Dealing with the embarrassment of 
male voice-cracking or female menstrual occurrences can be an emotional experience for 
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the adolescent. Not only do the distractions of physical changes and the attention involved 
effect the time and attention given to academic work, but also so does the cognitive 
development of the adolescent. “Though possibly stressful for the majority of 
adolescents, it is generally a time of great growth, excitement, joy, and challenge” 
(Hillman, 1991). The release of Turning Points: Preparing American Youth for the 21st 
Century by the Carnegie Corporation’s Council on Adolescent Development in 1989 has 
increased public awareness of the importance of this pivotal time in a person’s 
educational experience. 
Young adolescents are far more at risk for self-destructive behaviors - 
educational failure, drug and alcohol abuse, school age pregnancy, 
contraction of sexually transmitted diseases, violence - than their age 
group ever was before. Our schools are simply not producing young 
adolescents who have learned to adopt healthy lifestyles. Moreover, 
our schools are producing all too few young adolescents with higher 
skill levels and problem-solving abilities that the economy increasingly 
needs. The time has come for a fundamental reassessment of this 
pivotal institution in the lives of these young people (Turning Points, 
1989, p.13). 
The next section reviews literature concerning the cognitive development of early 
adolescents. The review will include the theories of Piaget, Erikson, and Bruner. 
Cognitive Development of Early Adolescents 
This section, a review of literature concerned with the cognitive development of 
the early adolescent, will include several theories, including those of Piaget, Erikson and 
Bruner. The cognitive theories reviewed are based upon different aspects of adolescent 
behavior, from identity and values, to social behaviors and perspectives. 
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The uneven physical growth of an adolescent is fairly obvious; what is not as 
obvious is the concurrent uneven development of the ability to think with adult logic, the 
ability to see things from other people’s viewpoint, and the ability to express and control 
one’s emotions (Atwater, 1996). Intellectual or cognitive development is as uneven as 
physical development. One of the challenges of working with young adolescents is the 
realization that both areas of growth are not necessarily concurrent. A student may have 
begun physical development early, yet cognitively he or she has not yet caught up with his 
or her body. It is common to have unrealistic expectations of an adolescent due to 
outward appearances. One leader in adolescent cognitive development is Jean Piaget. 
Piaget formulates that cognitive development progresses through four stages, and hinges 
upon the interaction of environmental and biological factors (Piaget, 1980). 
Piaget believed intelligence is a process whose essential characteristics are 
organizational properties of the mental processes as a whole. Piaget felt the organization 
of the mental process changes with maturation in a sequential manner. He called the 
process of resolving discrepancies between the known and the environment, which thus 
leads to a mature understanding, cognitive development. Cognitive development involves 
two processes: assimilation and accommodation. 
Assimilation occurs when new knowledge is similar to previously known 
knowledge, and is simply absorbed. Accommodation would occur when new knowledge 
is dissimilar to previously known knowledge and thus two choices are available: First, to 
totally ignore the new knowledge, second, to change thinking to conform to the new 
knowledge. Equilibration is the progressive reorganization of mental processes that 
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maintain a functional balance between assimilation and accommodation. Piaget’s theory 
of cognitive development illustrates how maturation occurs in predictable stages, driven 
by both heredity and environment. He outlines four stages (see table 1). 
Table 1 Stages of Cognitive Development 
stage approximate age characteristics of thinking 
Sensimotor Birth - 2 years trial and error learning through sensory and 
motor behavior 
Pre-operational 2-7 years use of words, images, and sign to represent 
objects internally, but thinking remains rigid 
and perception bound 
Concrete operations 7-11 years use of operations - mental activities that are 
reversible - leads to more organized and 
rational thinking, to simple concepts such as 
number, space and volume 
Formal operations 11 or 12 + gradual attainment of abstract, hypothetical, 
and logical reasoning 
(Piaget, 1980) 
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The first stage Piaget calls sensimotor. In this beginning stage, a child learns 
through sensory input from interaction with the environment. By the child’s second year, 
the pre-operational stage occurs. During this time the child develops more physical 
control and thus can actively experiment with his or her environment. The use of 
language matures into the use of symbols to represent actual events, begins the process of 
cognitive thought. At this stage the child sees events as having an associated, causal 
relationship, and is highly egocentric. By approximately seven years old the child reaches 
Piaget’s third stage, concrete operational stage. At this point, the child begins to be able 
to think in abstract, conserving certain properties even though appearance might change. 
Piaget calls this conservation. During this stage the child participates in more 
sophisticated learning. 
Middle School age children are just entering the fourth and final stagz, formal 
operations. At this stage an adolescent becomes capable of thinking in an entirely 
abstract manner, able to manipulate ideas and symbols. This ability to indulge in abstract 
reasoning may lead some adolescents to think too much about a problem and generate all 
sorts of responses, thus making things more complicated than they really are (Elkind, 
1978). This reaction is a lack of experience and maturity, and may cause the student to be 
unable to reach a decision, or may cause him or her to attribute hidden or ulterior motives 
to other people. 
The shift from concrete operations to the formal operations occurs at roughly 11 
to 12 years old. It is not an overnight event, but one that occurs over a period of time 
with the starts and stops of any development. Formal operations may begin with crude 
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thinking, with the adolescent unable to explain the how or why, even though the answer 
may be correct. The ability to justify or explain reasoning is part of the maturation 
process (Muuss, 1988). The stage of development should be appropriate for each other so 
that the child will attempt to resolve the difficulty he or she confronts in the situation. 
Lawrence Kohlberg and Rochelle Mayer also express a similar view: 
As applied to educational intervention, the theory holds that facilitating 
the child’s movement to the next step of development involves exposure 
to the next higher level of thought and conflict requiring the active 
application of the current level of thought to problematic situations. This 
implies: (1) attention to the child’s mode or styles of thought, i.e., stage; 
(2) match of stimulation to that stage, e.g., exposure to kinds of reasoning 
one stage above the child’s own; (3) arousal, among children, of genuine 
cognitive and social conflict and disagreement and problematic situations; 
... and (4) exposure to stimuli toward which the child can be active 
(Kohlberg & Mayer, 1972). 
A middle level educator untrained in this area of adolescent development may 
have a difficult time adjusting to the uneven cognitive growth of his or her students, and 
may not recognize the differences in ability within the same student on different days, 
thus decreasing his or her effectiveness as a teacher. 
Another leader in the area of adolescent development is Erik Erikson. A European 
who studied under Sigmund Freud, Erikson moved to America and taught at Harvard, 
Yale, and the University of California at Berkeley. Erikson bases his description of 
psycho/social development on the epigenetic principle. Erikson sees development as a 
series of events or dichotomies of desirable qualities and dangers (Erikson, 1963). 
Psycho/social development occurs as the individual progresses through different stages 
that are all interrelated. Erik Erikson (1980) developed a psycho/social theory of 
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development that enveloped all areas of growth, including physical growth. His theory 
states human development is cumulative and biologically driven through eight specific 
stages. Each stage, according to Erikson, has related vulnerabilities; the successful 
resolution of a developmental crisis at each stage is the ‘ticket’ to the next stage in terms 
of optimal growth. A person’s strengths and weaknesses are derived from his or her 
experiences at each developmental crisis (table 2-2). 
One of the more critical stages is the establishment of identity during adolescence. 
The reason this stage is so critical is that it arrives at a junction of several occurrences: 
dramatic body changes, sexual maturation, cognitive development, and identity 
development and increased peer importance while gaining familial independence. 
“...the process of identity reaches its crisis at adolescence... It is at this time that so many 
inner changes are taking place, and so much in terms of future commitment is at stake. At 
this time, one’s earlier identity seems inadequate for all the choices and decisions one 
must make” (Crain, p.87 1980). (Table 2). 
Table 2 Erikson’s Stages of Psycho/social Development 
Trust v. Mistrust (birth to 1 year) 
“consistency, continuity and sameness of experience” v. fear and mistrust 
Autonomy v. Shame and Doubt (2 to 3 years) 
a degree of independence v. feelings of self-doubt 
continued next page 
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Table 2 continued. 
Initiative v. Guilt (4 to 5 years) 
quality of undertaking, planning and attacking a task v. feeling guilty for doing 
things on their own 
Industry v. Inferiority (6 to 11 years) 
recognition by producing things v. feelings of inadequacy or inferiority 
Identity v. Role Confusion (12 to 18 years) 
“accrued confidence of sameness and continuity” v. doubt about sexual and 
occupational identity 
Intimacy v. Isolation (young adulthood) 
establishment of an intimate relationship with another person v. failure to do so 
Generativity v. Stagnation (middle age) 
“concern of establishing and guiding the next generation” v. stagnation and 
self-absorption 
Integrity v. Despair (old age) 
“Acceptance of one’s one and only life cycle as something that had to be and thus, 
by necessity, permitted of no substitutions.” vs. “the feeling that the time is now 
short, too short for the attempt to start another life and to try out alternate roads 
to integrity”. 
(Erikson, p. 142, 1963) 
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Erikson’s stage of Identity v. Role Development is an integral part of the middle 
level learner. An adolescent is at this vital crossroad where decisions made could well 
affect the rest of his or her life. Identity is “...experience merely as a sense of 
psycho/social well-being. Its most obvious concomitants are a feeling of being at home in 
one’s body, a sense of ‘knowing where one is going,’ and an inner assuredness of 
anticipated recognition from those who count” (Erikson, p. 157, 1968). The dichotomous 
feeling is that of not knowing what kind of behavior is appropriate behavior which others 
would react to favorably, “...new identifications are no longer characterized by the 
playfulness of childhood;... with dire urgency they force the young individual into 
choices and decisions which will, with increasing immediacy, lead to commitments ‘for 
life’ “ (Erikson, p. 157, 1968). 
Erikson’s stage of identity v. role confusion coincides with Piaget’s shifting from 
the concrete stage of simple concepts to the formal stage with its abstract thinking and 
logical reasoning. Both theories identify this stage as crucial to the healthy psycho/social 
development of an adolescent. This stage is being attained during the middle school years 
under the guardianship of teachers under-trained in the areas of adolescent development. 
Jerome Bruner conducted a study of the relation between education and such 
cognitive processes as perception, memory, thinking, and learning for the Center for 
Cognitive Studies at Harvard University in 1966. Bruner’s theories disagree with those of 
Piaget by asserting that mental growth occurs in spurts rather than as a gradual, equential 
accretion. Bruner believes cognitive development depends on the mastering of certain 
contents of a culture and then reorganizing and recoding the contents into new fonns thus 
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acquiring a new organization of what they already know in relation to their new 
experiences (Bruner, 1966). Bruner identifies three general stages (table 3): 
Table 3 Bruner’s Stages of Cognitive Development 
Enactive Stage (before 5 years) 
knowing occurs through acting and manipulating objects 
Reflective Stage (between 5 and 7 years) 
reflect more and gain knowledge through images 
Symbolic Stage (around adolescence) 
language (symbols) become an important medium of thought 
(Bruner^ 1966^ 1%7) 
Unlike Piaget, who sees stages as occurring sequentially with little overlap, 
Erikson describes cognitive growth as a progression through interrelated stages, which 
are cumulative, and biologically driven. Bruner envisions physical development 
occurring in spurts rather than as a gradual sequential accretion. Further, Bruner feels the 
adolescent must first master one concept before the next can be built onto it, although he 
writes this may occur simultaneously. Maturity is reached when the person is capable of 
using all three stages. “A mature person is someone who can fully express his or her 
abilities through manipulation and action, perceptual organization and imagery, and 
through symbolic apparatus” (Morris & Pai, 1976). 
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Cognitive development occurs sequentially, occurs in spurts, and is affected by 
socioeconomic factors such as diet and lifestyle. The evidence points to cognitive 
development occurring simultaneously with physical or social development, although at 
any given time one area of development takes precedence over the others. As 
development takes a tremendous amount of energy, it can either be spread out over all 
three areas or it can be concentrated in one area at a time. Knowledge and understanding 
of this phase of development strongly enhances the effectiveness of the middle level 
educator. 
This time is of immense importance in the development of the young 
person. Biologically, young adolescents experience puberty, a period of 
growth and development more rapid than in any other phase of life 
except infancy. Over four or five years, dramatic changes occur in 
height, weight, and body composition, and young people acquire the 
capacity to reproduce. Youth enter puberty at a significantly younger 
age today than in previous generations.... Thus, young people 10, 11 
and 12 years old are able to, and do, make fateful choices involving 
their own sexuality that can affect their entire life course (Turning 
Points, 1989, p.21). 
An adolescent goes through awkward stages while waiting for the rest of the body 
to catch up; and some physically immature adolescents are cognitively ahead of where 
you might think they should be at by looking at their bodies. This concept of catch-up 
does not occur exclusively in the area of physical growth, but also in the areas of 
cognitive and psycho/social growth. Genetics plays a vital role in determining the pattern 
of growth; which areas receive more energy at which times. The end result will be the 
same, though. The next section will look at psycho/social growth and the factors affecting 
adolescent development. 
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Psycho/social development 
Albert Bandura (1986) developed the theory of cognitive social learning. This 
theory submits the view that people learn by observing other people or models or events, 
and that this learning occurs without direct reinforcement. Thus, Bandura suggests much 
of the aggressive behavior among young people may reflect adult behaviors and values. 
The impact of this theory on education certainly points to the importance of role 
modeling, or mentoring, and what cognition has to do with information processing. In this 
area he includes attention, perception, interpretation, and memory. Using three 
components of learning, (internal personal-cognitive variables, environmental influences, 
and behaviors), Bandura calls the interaction of the components reciprocal determinism. 
His view is multidimensional, lending a more thorough understanding of behavior. 
Robert Havighurst (1972) combines developmental understanding of individual 
needs with social expectations and roles. According to Havighurst, there is a “teachable 
moment” for learning specific tasks. Sometimes the readiness to learn is due to biological 
changes (maturation), and sometimes it is due to social expectations, interest, and 
motivation. Havighurst outlined a series of tasks which, when mastered, builds self- 
confidence, maturity, and adjustment (table 4). 
Table 4 Developmental Tasks of Adolescence 
1. Accepting one’s body and using it effectively 
2. ng a masculine or feminine social role 
continued next page 
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Table 4 continued. 
3. Achieving new and more mature relations with peers of both sexes 
4. Attaining emotional independence of parents and other adults 
5. Preparing for an economic career 
6. Preparing for marriage and family life. 
7. Desiring and achieving socially responsible behavior. 
8. Acquiring a set of values as a guide to behavior. 
(Havighurst, 1972) 
Having difficulty or failure to master these tasks may lead to anxiety and a sense 
of inadequacy. Havighurst emphasizes the importance of the journey rather than the final 
mastery. Complete mastery may be a life-long challenge. 
The ability to consider others viewpoints is a valuable cognitive and social skill. 
Robert Selman (1980) investigated this ability and considers it to be sequential in nature, 
progressing through five stages. Selman believes an individual’s experiences with others 
stimulates development and parallels Piaget’s theory of development. He also emphasizes 
the progression to higher stages is dependent upon appropriate social experiences (table 
5). 
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Table 5 Selman’s Five Stages of Social Perspective Taking 
Characteristics age 
1. Egocentric, undifferentiated social perspective taking 3-6 years 
cannot differentiate between own and others views 
2. Differentiated, subjective perspective taking 5-9years 
realization there are other views, but cannot understand accurately 
3. Self-reflective, reciprocal perspective taking 7-12years 
can consider own viewpoint and others viewpoints, but not simultaneously 
4. Third-person or mutual perspective taking 10-15 years 
can assume a neutral third-person viewpoint perspective 
5. In-depth and societal perspective taking adolescent to adult can 15 to adult 
understand own thoughts and behavior and is capable of a generalized, 
societal perspective. 
Selman (1980) 
Research in recent years indicates that characteristic adolescent behaviors are also 
influenced by psychological and social factors. The development of the adolescent will 
result from the interaction of “...primary puberty changes and the environmental settings 
in which they occur, such as the family, the peer group, school, and the workplace ’’ 
(Atwater, 1996). 
The social development of adolescents may be influenced by psychological and 
social factors. Bandura articulates that the development occurs by observing people and 
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events. Mead (1967) also agrees that social development occurs by observing, but he adds 
that the adolescent mimics those around him, until he or she constructs his or her own 
identity. Havighurst combines two elements in his theory of social development. He 
believes the adolescent is developmentally motivated by social expectations and the roles 
they perceive themselves to fulfill. Selman’s five stages of social perspective taking are 
sequential, progressing from the egocentricity of a three-year-old to the mature societal 
perspective of an adult. None of Selman’s stages depends upon role modeling, as with 
Mead and Bandura. 
Psycho/social development is sequential, but considerably influenced by society 
and the figures chosen as role models. One obvious role model is the middle level 
teacher. Understanding the importance of this stage and how it affects the development of 
the early adolescent is an integral part of middle school teaching. The most influential 
time is during Selman’s fourth stage (third-person or mutual perspective taking), and that 
without accomplishing the ability to achieve a mutual viewpoint, the adolescent will not 
proceed to the mature stage of being able to reflect upon and understand his or her own 
thoughts and behaviors. The following section will view social/economic factors affecting 
adolescent development. 
Social/Economic Factors Affecting Adolescent Development 
The impact of society on the development of youth has become increasingly 
important in recent years. Children are exposed to more “sophisticated material” such as 
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sex and violence on television or in movies than ever before. They are the targets of the 
mass marketing of a multitude of products, from toys and clothes to food and computers. 
Does this intense focus affect the development of children? This section will review 
some of the literature involving socioeconomic factors affecting adolescent development. 
Socioeconomic factors not only affect adolescent development, they also 
influence parenting; more parents ‘empower’ their children with more responsibilities 
than they themselves had at the same age. Some parents blame public schools for 
problems of discipline, motivation, and drug and alcohol addiction. In general, the finger 
of responsibility is not pointed at the family. The American family today is very different 
from the American family of 40 or even 20 years ago. Today, families are smaller than in 
the past. In the 1950’s the average family had four children; in the 1990’s the number 
drops to two children. Families, also, are more mobile now. It is estimated that 
approximately one half of all American families move once every five years (US. Bureau 
of the Census, 1993). The mobility of families may cause difficulties in forming lasting 
ties with friends and even relatives. According to David Popenoe (1993) changes in the 
family structure are having serious consequences. People are less willing or unable to 
invest time, money, and energy into family life than in the past, resulting in a significant 
decline in family authority. The end result is that many child-rearing functions are 
relegated to formal education, the government, and other agencies. 
One in four adolescents live in a single parent home; most of which are headed by 
the mother (US Bureau of the Census, 1994). Since women at lower income levels 
generally earn only about two-thirds of a man’s income, the result is an important factor 
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for adolescents. The percent of children living in poverty dramatically increases in 
families with a female head, no husband present (Youth indicators. Trends in the well 
being of American youth. 1993). Unmarried women account for an increasing number of 
births, rising from 18.4% in 1980 to 28% in 1990 (Albert, 1993). The US child poverty 
rate rose during the 1980’s to 19.6% in 1989 (Children’s Defense Fund, 1991). 
A more significant change in the American family is the role of the mother. Now, 
more than three-fourths of women with children are employed outside the home, yet still 
continue to bear much of the responsibility of child care and household upkeep. Although 
a relationship has not been found tying together maternal employment and adolescent 
well being (Bird & Kemerait, 1990; Learner, Jacobson, & del Gaudio, 1992), the time a 
mother spends with her children is reduced. At risk are latchkey children. These children 
go home from school to an empty house (requiring a key) and may not see either parent 
until dinnertime. Adolescents are of real concern because they are too old for a baby¬ 
sitter, yet too young to be left alone everyday until a parent comes home from work. 
Being alone can be stressful and lonely. 
According to a study of latchkey adolescents in Los Angeles and San Diego, they 
were twice as likely to experiment with drugs/alcohol then adolescents who had someone 
to go home to (Richardson et al., 1989). “Roughly one quarter of the 28 million 10-17 
year olds in the United States are at high risk of failing at school, abusing drugs, 
becoming delinquent, or becoming an adolescent parent” (Milgram, p. 7, 1992). 
American society is much different today than even ten years ago, and it is projected to 
continue to undergo dramatic changes. 
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According to a 1993 study (Crime Among Juveniles), the number of firearm- 
related deaths among youth (5-19 years old) almost doubled between 1985 and 1990, and 
at the time of the study the number was still increasing. American society as a whole is 
older, more ethnically and culturally diverse, and poorer. These factors impact the 
development of today’s adolescents. The United States now has the highest divorce rate 
in the world; approximately half of the marriages in America end in divorce (Atwater, 
p.156). A divorce results in a multitude of lifestyle changes that are additional stressors 
on young adolescents such as changes in family structure, custody/visitation 
arrangements, financial reconfigurations and stepfamilies. Many of these factors may 
adversely affect adolescent development (Hetherington, Anderson, & Hagan, 1991). The 
potential impact of parental divorce is greater during adolescence than during childhood 
(Cooney & Smyer, 1991). 
Walter Mischel (1986), a cognitive social learning theorist, believes the 
adolescent’s cognitive interpretation of the environment plays a key role in development. 
Mischel outlines five categories of variables (table 6) that influence our response to our 
environment: 
Table 6 Variables That Influence Our Environment 
1. Competencies: the combination of abilities and skills possessed 
2. Encoding strategies: individual ways of perceiving and organizing an experience 
3. Expectancies: different expectations that form different expectations 
continued next page 
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Table 6 continued. 
4. Personal values: the sense of priorities and values that shape decisions and actions 
5. Self-regulatory systems: the formulation of plans, goals and strategies that influence 
actions 
(Mischel, 1986) 
An adolescent whose expectancies are limited due to his or her environment will 
not develop to the same potential, as he or she would have in a more positive 
environment. Mischel’s variables include priorities and values, which help shape 
decisions and actions. 
Another social theorist, George Herbert Mead (1967) felt interaction with others is 
the critical factor in social self-development. Mead believed a person begins by 
mimicking the actions of others until a generalized image develops, thus constructing that 
person’s own unique self. This concept points to the importance of role modeling, 
especially during the critical adolescent period. Who are the role models of today? Our 
role models are sports figures such as Dennis Rodman, a professional basketball player 
known for breaking the rules; Stone Cold, a professional wrestler whose profanity 
‘entertains’ adolescents on television weekly during prime time, or even the President of 
the United States, who has a dubious reputation for honesty. If young adolescents are 
developing a generalized image of themselves, as Mead states, by mimicking such role- 
models, than they may have difficulty achieving socially responsible behavior. One result 
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of this social assault on adolescents is the willingness to challenge and doubt authority. 
This has a major impact on the education of these students. How well are middle level 
educators prepared for this challenge? 
The average child watches three to four hours of television each day and is 
witness to an astounding 20 violent acts per hour (Children and TV Violence, 1995; 
Violence on Television, 1997). By the end of elementary school this same child would 
have seen one thousand murders and 100,000 other acts of violence on TV (Jewish 
Women International, 1998). Several studies have shown there is a clear relationship 
between media violence and numerous negative effects within children. Television 
violence causes children to become less sensitive to the pain and suffering of others. It 
teaches adolescents to be afraid of their world and may cause them to behave violently 
toward others (Violence on Television: What do children learn? 1996). 
In our high-tech society, there is pressure on adolescents to keep up with ideas and 
practices. Because of the rate of technological change, adolescents are learning more on 
their own, looking to peers for information and support, furthering the questioning of 
authority (Atwater, 1996). 
Daily, the media bombard the public with statistics about teenage 
pregnancy, suicide, and poverty. Today’s young adolescents 
increasingly face consequences from alcohol and drug abuse, HIV 
infection, and violent crimes. Despite such grim reminders of the 
difficulties of adolescence, the public’s awareness of and concern about 
these issues increase the likelihood they will be addressed through 
educational and social agencies and action. Candidates for middle level 
teaching need not only recognize the difficulties but must also respond 
sensitively and effectively to their students who face them daily (Mills, 
1995 p. 55). (Italics added). 
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Socioeconomic factors should not be ignored when considering the development 
of early adolescents. Mischel points to the development of values, and how the setting in 
which these values are developed affects them. Mead points to the importance of role 
models in adolescent development. In the next section will be a review of some of the 
literature about the characteristics of middle level teachers. 
Characteristics of Effective Middle Level Teachers - What Teachers Say 
What kind of person does it take to effectively educate an early adolescent? This 
section will look at the characteristics of effective middle level teachers as identified by 
other middle level teachers. We have all been through this particular stage in our lives 
and remember certain outstanding teachers, teachers whose lessons, both academic and 
life lessons, we remember yet today. What makes them outstanding? Somehow, these 
outstanding teachers motivate students to learn... to want to learn. If the outstanding 
teachers were analyzed, what might they have in common? They come in every shape, 
size, and age. They are both male and female. They have vastly different teaching styles. 
Yet, these teachers continuously affect students, year after year. These teachers make a 
difference; they are not only teachers, but also positive role models (Werner and Smith, 
1992). There appears to be tremendous influence from a caring teacher to a student. 
“Most teachers have the what component, but the how is the crucial factor in the ultimate 
success of the classroom, the teacher, and the students as a learning community” 
(Antosca, 1997). 
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The National Middle School Association identified six personal qualities of 
effective middle school teachers (table 7). Several researchers have recognized these 
characteristics (Buckner & Bickle, 1991; Erikson, 1991; Stevenson, 1991; Beane, 1990). 
Table 7 Six Personal Qualities Identified by the National Middle School 
Association 
1. energy, enthusiasm, sensitivity, fairness, sense of humor 
2. positive view of self 
3. flexibility and openness to change 
4. respect for the dignity and worth of each individual 
5. willingness to cooperate with other staff members, parents, students, and others to 
achieve common goals 
6. commitment to transients and a commitment to education. 
(National Middle School Association, 1986) 
After observing middle school teachers, McEwin and Thomason (1989) identified 
two characteristics of effective middle level teachers. “First, they have a thorough 
knowledge of the developmental nature of early adolescents. Second, they have subject 
matter and instructional expertise” (McEwin & Thomason, 1989, p.10). 
Can such qualities be taught? Learned? “... the middle school educator must have 
a potent “chemistry” that is sympathetic to, and compatible with, a student population 
whose most striking feature is their diversity” (Miller, 1986). 
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One theory is that teachers who care and nurture students, filling their emotional 
and social needs, achieve more academic success with their students. “It is obvious that 
children will work harder and do things - even odd things like adding fractions - for 
people they love and trust” (Noddings, 1988). Developing a relationship with a student 
indicates a trust on both the teacher’s part and the student’s. Such a relationship is not 
built in a day, but over an extended period of time. Building a caring relationship is one 
way teachers enhance their primary responsibility for the academic development of 
students and, at the same time, promote the healthy social and emotional growth of 
students (Deiro, 1996). 
The challenge for a middle school educator is to recognize not only the stage each 
student is in, but to encourage the development of formal operations. Can this be done 
without specific training in theories of development of the early adolescent? “The 
emergence of formal thinking, or the absence of it, becomes a significant factor in 
adolescent development. Adolescents begin to learn differently in school and to 
understand themselves and their relationships differently as well” (Atwater, 1996). 
How does a teacher create a caring, supportive relationship with a student? Is 
there a formula? Several studies have been conducted in an attempt to identify 
characteristics of middle level teachers. (Buckner & Bickle, 1991; Erikson, 1991; 
Stevenson, 1991; Beane, 1990; McEwin & Thomason, 1989; NMSA, 1986). One study, 
done by Judith Diero (1996), outlines six observed behaviors or strategies used for 
bonding with students (table 8). 
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Table 8 Strategies for Bonding with Students 
1. Creating one-to-one time with students 
2. Using appropriate self-disclosure 
3. Having high expectations of students while conveying a belief in their 
capabilities 
4. Networking with parents, family members, friends and neighbors of students 
5. Building a sense of community among students within the classroom 
6. Using rituals and traditions within the classroom 
(Teaching With Heart, Diero, 1996). 
The first strategy for bonding with students, one-to-one time, assists in the 
development of a trust relationship. A student is more likely to feel a teacher cares if that 
teacher spends time focused on his or her needs. Of course, it is not a matter of simply 
time. A student who feels intimidated by the teacher, or that he or she is bothering the 
teacher, wasting the teacher’s precious time, will not develop a relationship with the 
teacher. So it is not a matter of time alone, but what the teacher does within that time 
frame which matters. Also, in Diero’s research, she does not indicate a particular amount 
of time necessary, but does indicate that availability is important. “These teachers give 
freely of their time, which encourages conversations with students. Students know they 
can have the teacher’s time if only they ask for it” (Diero, p. 23). 
The second strategy is self-disclosure. By receiving a little glimpse into the private 
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world of a person’s life, the receiver of that glimpse feels highly regarded. The giving 
makes the giver vulnerable, and the receiver responsible to keep the information private. 
A teacher who shares a little of his or her life allows the student to see a real person, not 
just a figure of authority. The teacher, by bringing himself or herself to a human level, 
allows the student the opportunity to develop a relationship. People do not have 
relationships with figureheads. With self-disclosure the teacher also opens the door for 
the student to share some of his or her private world. It is a bit of a balancing act, and the 
teacher must give a little to get a little. “Without self-disclosure, a truly close personal 
relationship is difficult to form” (Johnson, 1972; Jourard, 1964). The teacher walks a fine 
line when it comes to self-disclosure. The teacher wants the student to form an emotional 
tie, yet not too close, not too intimate. There must remain a distinct separation of roles, 
with more of a mentor/student relationship than a friend/friend relationship. If the 
relationship does not have clear boundaries it could be easily misunderstood by the 
student, and cause more harm than good. During early adolescence it is not unusual for a 
student to idolize or have a crush on a teacher. If the teacher is not sensitive to the 
student’s feelings, an unhealthy connection may develop. 
The third strategy for bonding with a student is to have high expectations, not only 
academically but personally as well. The student should feel the teacher has a belief in his 
or her capabilities. Students have demonstrated the ability to rise to expectations. If the 
teacher is realistic the student will experience many positive achievements, developing a 
sense of self-worth and positive self-esteem. The expectations can be social or academic, 
pushing the student to do his or her best with a focus on strengths rather than weaknesses 
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will convey a sense of belief in the student’s capabilities. Students respond positively 
when they are perceived as capable (Diero, p.40). 
The fourth strategy for bonding with students is to have an open communication 
with the people who are important in the student’s life. This would include not only 
parents or guardians, but other family, friends, and neighbors. A student who feels the 
support of many adults has a sense of security in his or her world. A teacher who is part 
of the close community surrounding the student has a built-in support group to help, 
encourage, and celebrate the student’s achievements. The student may feel a measure of 
trust with the teacher knowing that he or she is accepted and a part of the student’s 
‘family’. This personal connection will most likely enhance the student/teacher 
relationship (Diero, p. 43). 
The fifth strategy the teacher may use is to build a community within the 
classroom. The community, which already surrounds the student in his or her personal 
life, is expanded within the school day by the classroom community. The student spends a 
large percent of each day within this community. If the student feels safe and is 
encouraged by not only the teacher but other students as well, the student may be more 
willing to take the risks involved with reaching for his or her academic limit. The support 
of the classroom community will also help the student feel safe with the many changes in 
an early adolescent’s life. The class becomes an extended family, if the teacher has 
created a place which enhances growth, the student will bond with the teacher as the 
figurative head of this small community. The more positive the classroom climate, the 
more likely the students are to achieve (Goodlad, 1984; Koslovsky, 1984; Pallas, 1988 
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Rutter, et. al, 1979). “...climate manifests itself to varying degrees in measurable levels of 
respect, trust, caring, and cohesiveness created by the teacher along with the teacher’s 
conscious effort to maximize academic achievement for each student in the class” 
(Antosca, 1997). 
The sixth and final strategy used by teachers for bonding with students and 
forming a personal, caring relationship is to set up rituals and traditions in the classroom. 
During early adolescence much of the students life is in transition: physical changes, 
cognitive changes, relationships with friends and family, especially parents. It becomes 
especially important for the student to have some things that anchor the student, things 
that do not change. Such rituals and traditions are common in families. To have rituals 
and traditions in a classroom allows the student to have something they can count on to 
not change during the school day. Many students get very upset if a teacher changes the 
routine, or if a substitute replaces their teacher. If a teacher forgets to follow a particular 
routine, the students will quickly remind him or her. The teacher who recognizes the 
importance of having rituals and traditions in the classroom will also benefit from the 
bond which develops from following the rituals (Diero, p. 52). 
“A positive human relationship between a student and teacher 
contributes to student learning because the student’s desire to earn the 
respect and praise of a favorite teacher can be a powerful source of social 
motivation. Also, a teacher can be a more effective role model for a 
student who feels a close human bond with the teacher” (Braddock and 
McPartland; Bryk, Lee, & Smith, 1990). 
The personal qualities required for a middle level educator include many affective 
characteristics such as energy, sensitivity, and fairness. Such qualities or characteristics 
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may be difficult to observe. Some of the research that asks the students what 
characteristics they find effective will be reviewed in the next section. 
Characteristics of Effective Middle Level Teachers - What the Students Say 
One important resource to aid in the determination of the characteristics of an 
effective middle level teacher is the students. They come in contact with teachers for 
hours per day, 180 days a year or more. Students know who the ‘good’ teachers are, the 
‘hard’ teachers, the ‘easy’ teachers, the nice ‘teachers’, and the ‘fun’ teachers. Students 
know which teachers will make them work, help them to reach higher limits than 
expected. In this section is some of the research which asks the students for their 
opinions. 
A survey done by John Buckner and Frank Bickel (1991) assessed the attitudes 
and opinions of almost 400 middle school students in Kentucky concerning personal and 
professional qualities adolescents consider being those of effective teachers. They used a 
series of 27 teacher descriptors, some taken from Johnston and Markle’s (1986) review of 
teacher behavior research, others taken from Beane and Lipka’s (1987) interviews, and 
still others culled from Buckner and Bickel’s own experience. The following tables (table 
9 and 10) indicate student rankings of the personal and professional qualities indicated by 
the descriptors: 
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Table 9 Personal Characteristics of Teachers 
1. are willing to listen 
2. are respectful toward students 
3. accept students 
4. are easy to talk with 
5. demonstrate warmth and kindness 
6. are friendly 
7. are enthusiastic 
8. are optimistic 
9. are flexible 
10. are humorous 
11. are spontaneous 
12. look like they feel good about themselves 
(Buckner & Bickel, 1991). 
Table 10 Professional Characteristics of Teachers 
1. really know the subjects they teach 
2. check to make sure that all students understand 
3. are fair when grading 
4. are aware that some students need extra help 
continued next page 
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Table 10 continued. 
5. take more time for those who need it when explaining things 
6. make sure students have success when beginning new material 
7. are easy to understand 
8. are careful to correct students who do not pay attention 
9. are well organized for class 
10. use a variety of materials and activities in class 
11. are available when students need to speak with them 
12. are careful to compliment students for doing a good job 
13. do not use the textbook each and every day of class 
14. ask easy, average, and difficult questions 
15. let students have some say in the homework assignments 
(Buckner & Bickel, 1991). 
Buckner and Bickel suggest it might be interesting to compare a ranked list 
compiled by teachers with a list compiled by students. They also consider the difficulty of 
teaching qualities such as enthusiasm and warmth to prospective teachers in a teacher 
education course. They suggest “...an examination of the list and introspection about 
one’s own teaching style would be a beginning point.... a more direct approach would be 
to develop a check sheet for recording frequencies of identified behaviors and student 
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responses and/or academic results of these behaviors” (Buckner & Bickel, p. 28). 
Adolescent students know what they are looking for in a teacher, but what about 
administrators? The next section will explore the characteristics of effective middle level 
teachers. 
Characteristics of Effective Middle Level Teachers - What Administrators Say 
Filling the position of a middle level educator is becoming more and more 
challenging due to the dearth of trained middle level educators and the turnover in middle 
schools because of retirement. As the Secretary of Education Richard W. Riley stated in 
his Annual Back to School Address to the National Press Club (1998) “As I noted in our 
annual report on the “baby-boom echo” which we released last week, we are once again 
breaking the national enrollment record. There are currently 52.7 million young people in 
school and more on the way. And in the next ten years we will need to recruit 2.2 million 
teachers to teach them” (Riley, 1998). Principals seeking to fill vacancies are often 
confronted with applicants who do not hold the appropriate certification. What are the 
characteristics of effective middle level teachers? What are administrators looking for? 
This section will review some of the literature involving the administrator’s point of 
view. 
“A key aspect in gauging a teacher’s competence in this situation 
would seem to be his or her recognition of varied developmental needs of 
emerging adolescent learners, and adaptability to work cooperatively in 
various organizational arrangements typically found in middle level 
schools” (Erickson, 1991, p. 107). An effective middle level educator 
recognizes that behaviors of middle school students are driven by biology, 
and responds rationally and empathetically. Heroic measures have been 
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made to posit frameworks which are responsive to the developmental 
nature and capabilities of young adolescents while at the same time 
perpetuating the integrity of academic disciplines (James, 1974; 
Lounsbury & Vars, 1978; Vars, 1987; Beane, 1990). “Perhaps the most 
familiar of all rhetoric associated with the middle level education 
movement is the appeal for schooling based on the developmental nature 
and needs of young adolescents” (Stevenson, 1991). 
William Erickson (1991) outlines several attributes for teachers preferred by 
Principals in descending order of importance (table 11). 
Table 11 Middle Level Teacher Attributes as Preferred by Principals 
Training 
Preparation as a generalist 
Understanding of an integrated curriculum 
Well-versed in social and psychological development 
Understanding of middle school philosophy 
Understanding of how to make school decisions 
Tolerance for short attention spans among students 
Understanding of growth of ‘whole child’ 
Technique 
Recognition of associated links between content areas 
Ability to approach teaching in a multidisciplinary sense 
Skill at individualizing instruction 
Ability to organize a whole-curriculum approach 
Continued next page 
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Table 11 continued. 
Ability to see beyond limits of curriculum 
Recognition of alternate ways to accomplish an objective 
Ability to teach reading skills 
Student-Teacher Relationships 
Ability to work with a student group to develop understandings 
Preference for a caring approach with youngsters 
Feeling of comfort around kids 
Liking and enjoying contact with students 
Professional Relationships 
Openness to share thoughts with others 
Ability to interact openly with colleagues 
Comfort in working closely with other people 
Ability to work jointly and cooperatively 
Not being a loner in his/her subject area 
Attitude and Professionalism 
Flexibility 
Receptiveness to change 
Preference for student vs. subject centered-approaches 
Tendency to put kids first 
Continued next page 
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Table 11 continued. 
Concern for nurturing of the child 
Open-mindedness to new ideas 
Willingness to take a risk 
Willingness to try something new 
Interest in extracurricular activities of students 
Willingness to work with students without stipend 
Initiative to take charge of activities 
Open enthusiasm 
Sense of humor 
Unstifled by the organization 
Happy disposition 
(Erickson, 1991). 
According to Erickson, a teacher’s ability and skill in adapting to middle grade 
assignments is more important than the possession of a particular certificate (Erickson, p. 
108). 
Turning Points (Carnegie, 1989) strongly suggests middle level teachers should be 
selected and specially educated to teach early adolescents. 
... Teachers of young adolescents lack confidence in their 
ability to teach these students. For some, this feeling comes from 
the structure of middle grade schools; like the students, they feel 
ineffective with the large number of students they must teach. For 
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others, it comes from a lack of training related to early 
adolescence, coupled with the pervasive stereotype regarding the 
near impossibility of teaching young adolescents.... The task force 
recommends that middle grade education be transformed by 
developing expert teachers of young adolescents. (Turning Points, 
1989, p.58). 
The National Board for Professional Teaching standards outlines 
six qualities essential to teachers (table 12). 
Table 12 The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards: Teacher 
Essentials 
• Are committed to students and their learning 
• Know their subjects and how to teach it to students. 
• Can manage and monitor students’ learning 
• Think systematically about their practice. 
• Learn from their experiences. 
• Work as members of learning communities 
(National Board for Professional Teaching Standards, 1989). 
The Educational Testing Service in its Inventory of the Professional Functions of 
Middle School Teachers (1989) grouped middle school teaching tasks into categories 
(table 13): 
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Table 13 Middle School Teaching Tasks 
• Planning and preparing for instruction 
• Managing the classroom 
• Implementing instruction 
• Evaluating student learning and instructional effectiveness 
• Conducting administrative and other professional responsibilities 
(Educational Testing Service, 1989). 
In Turning Points (Carnegie, 1989), recommendations for middle level teachers 
include: teachers who understand adolescent development, are sensitive to cultural 
differences, learn to work as a team, educate one another about their subject matters, 
understand principles of guidance for use in an advisory role, and work with families of 
all sorts. 
The above associations outline characteristics that include both expertise in a 
specific discipline, but also emphasize knowledge and ability to work with adolescents. 
“Perhaps the most important attributes of the middle school teacher are an honest desire 
to work with this age group, flexibility and adaptability, enthusiasm, a good sense of 
humor, compassion, and tolerance” (Miller, 1986, p. 54). Administrators look for 
teachers with an understanding of the middle level concept who also understand the 
‘whole child’ he or she will be working with; someone who is skilled in curriculum, who 
can work well with both students and other teachers, and is open and willing to try 
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something new. Being able to learn from experience, being able to manage the classroom 
and students at their varied developmental levels along with being able to work as a 
member of a community will enhance the effectiveness of the teacher. It would be very 
difficult to see all of the above in a single study, however, it might be possible to 
acknowledge the essence of the qualities or characteristics which are desirable in an 
effective teacher. 
How are the needs of the students and the teachers and the administrators met 
within a school? What binds these aspects together? The next section looks at the 
philosophy of middle level schools and the framework that ties it all together. 
Characteristics and Philosophy of Middle Level Schools 
This section looks at middle school philosophy and the characteristics of an 
effective program. A position paper released by the National Middle School Association 
(1995) entitled This We Believe, expresses the characteristics of responsive middle level 
schools (table 14). These characteristics closely resemble the characteristics described by 
Diero in her study. 
Table 14 Characteristics of Developmentally Responsive Middle Level Schools 
1. Educators committed to young adolescents 
2. A shared vision 
3. High expectations for all 
Continued next page 
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Table 14 continued. 
4. An adult advocate for every student 
5. Family and community partnerships 
6. A positive school climate 
(National Middle School Association, 1995) 
A philosophy is a way of life, a way of determining the choices surrounding the 
day-to-day events of life. A philosophy is the foundation upon which all decisions are 
made. If the philosophy is clear, everyone involved in the community will understand and 
support the decisions. A middle school philosophy should recognize the complex nature 
of early adolescents. This nature is not a new phenomenon; an awareness of this stage has 
been written about for hundreds of years. Aristotle (Rhetoric, book 2, chapter 12) talks 
about the passions of young men and their tendency to gratify them indiscriminately. 
Aristotle says it is the sexual desires which most sway young men, and in which area they 
show the least self-control. He also states adolescents are changeable and fickle, they 
cannot bear to be slighted, they are idealistic with exalted notions. At this time young 
men are very fond of their friends, they love too much and hate too much, and the same 
with everything. They think they know everything; and are always quite sure about it. 
The challenge of working with a student in this stage of life is historic. This 
description of an adolescent male has not changed since Aristotle’s time, in 2000 years 
ago. 
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The American family has undergone many important changes in response to the 
rapid social and technological changes occurring throughout society. In order to 
accommodate the changing face of youth today, the educators of adolescents have 
developed a team approach. The students are a part of a small team of teachers that 
exchange information pertaining to their students on a daily basis. Because the team 
shares responsibility for the students, they are able to see the student throughout the day. 
The team approach allows an intimacy with students, which is invaluable during the 
transition from parental authority to independence. In this era where many child-rearing 
functions are often relegated to formal education, a team becomes the family, especially 
in cases where there is a dysfunctional family. The student belongs, learns loyalty and 
responsibility. 
Social and emotional development in an adolescent is closely tied together. It is 
during this phase of a young person’s life that he or she is developing an identity. Identity 
is based upon a place in society: where we fit in - our role. “Developing an adequate 
sense of identity is especially important today, in a society characterized by constant 
change, when so many traditional ideas are being challenged, such as what it means to be 
a man or a woman” (Atwater, p. 311). 
Self-esteem refers to our evaluation of our own worth. A part of the middle school 
philosophy reflects the school’s desire to bolster the self-worth of its students through the 
awareness and supportive attitudes of the staff, and the offering of a wide range of 
programs. Self-esteem is a critical factor in learning; students with high self-esteem are 
more willing to take academic risks. However, it is important that the staff does not 
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degenerate into empty, meaningless praise. This may have the effect of creating mediocre 
students who accept inadequate achievement. 
Providing opportunities for students to assume responsibility within the 
community reflects the adolescent’s developing sense of social and personal 
responsibility. It is an important role of the middle school to assist the adolescent in 
developing this social perspective. "... It is essential that we help young adolescents to 
acquire constructive knowledge and skills, inquiring habits of mind, dependable human 
relationships, reliable basis for learning respect, as sense of belonging in a valued group, 
and a way of being useful to their communities” (Hamburg, 1993, p. 467). Once the 
student has a more mature perspective of social responsibility, he or she needs to realize 
the consequences of his or her actions. It is the role of the middle school to assist the 
student in this process. 
As society changes, so must education. Society is not the same today as it was 
twenty years ago, and to maintain the same educational program would not adequately 
prepare the student for the world today. A. N. Whitehead makes an eloquent statement 
about the aim of education: “You may not divide the seamless coat of learning. What 
education has to impart is an intimate sense for the power of ideas, for the beauty of 
ideas, and for the structure of ideas, together with a particular body of knowledge which 
has peculiar reference to the life of the being possessing it” (Whitehead, 1929, p.26). 
A middle school recognizes the characteristics of adolescents and tries to make 
this transition time from elementary to high school as easy as possible. Middle schools 
should provide programs which fit the needs of their students, organizing the staff into 
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teams or houses, creating a curriculum which meet the developmental as well as social 
needs of the students (Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development, 1989). Adequate 
preparation of middle school staff is unique from preparation at the elementary or 
secondary levels. The next section will look at the requirements for certification of 
middle level teachers. 
Certification Requirements for Middle Level Teachers 
Given the uniqueness of the early adolescent student body, it would seem 
appropriate to have specialized training for middle level teachers. However, there appears 
to be a serious lack of special preparation programs for middle level teachers (Stevenson, 
1998; Mills, 1997; Weaver & Stanulis, 1996; Alexander and McEwin, 1989; Valentine, 
Clark, Nickerson, and Keefe, 1981; Gatewood and Mills, 1973). A 1999 report prepared 
by the National Center for Educational Statistics does not even recognize middle school 
as a separate level of education; it is simply incorporated somewhere into the elementary 
and secondary levels. This section will look at the requirements for certification of middle 
level teachers. 
The majority of new teachers entering a middle school classroom have been 
trained as elementary or high school teachers (McDaniel, 1997). The best these new 
teachers can hope for is someone to take them under their wing, or the principal to offer 
an enlightening hand or suggest supplementary course work. Many new middle school 
teachers give up on teaching because they are inadequately prepared. In 39 of 50 states 
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there is no requirement that middle school teachers be specially licensed to teach middle 
school. (McDaniel, 1997). In many states the middle school requirement consists of a 
course or two. It is generally considered inadequate, especially as practicing middle 
school teachers report their belief that middle level teaching requires special preparation. 
A report prepared in 1986 by the NMSA recommends four elements for pre-service 
training of middle level teachers (table 15): 
Table 15 Elements for Pre-Service Training of Middle Level Teachers 
1. Depth in one or two teaching fields. 
2. Examination of the history, philosophy, and curriculum of the middle grades. 
3. Special attention to: 
a. The characteristics and needs of the transient [early adolescent] 
b. The development of the skills of continued learning in and through 
instruction in such courses as reading, English, social studies, science, 
mathematics, foreign language, home economics, and so forth 
c. The guidance/advisory role of the teacher during transience 
4. Methods and materials especially appropriate for middle grade students 
(NMSA, 1986, p. 11) 
In the university training programs for middle level educators, there is little 
attention given to the overall stages of development of adolescents, yet at no other period 
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of development is so much happening at such an incredible rate. The majority of middle 
level teachers do not have specific training concerning how to teach adolescents. There 
are few higher education institutions who offer a specific middle school teaching program 
(Requirements for Certification, 1995-96). (Table 16). 
Table 16 State Teacher Certification Requirements (1995-1996) 
Has no language, which refers specifically to Middle School or Junior High School 
Alaska New Hampshire 
California New Jersey 
Hawaii New Mexico 
Idaho New York 
Illinois North Dakota 
Iowa Oklahoma 
Kansas Oregon 
Louisiana Pennsylvania 
Maine South Carolina 
Maryland Tennessee 
Michigan Texas 
Minnesota Utah 
Continued next page 
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Table 16 continued. 
Mississippi 
Nebraska 
Vermont 
Washington 
West Virginia 
Middle School is in the requirement language, but 
no specific course work required 
Alabama Kentucky 
Arizona Montana 
Colorado Nevada 
Connecticut North Carolina 
Florida Rhode Island 
Georgia Wyoming 
Language requires 15 or fewer semester hours specific to Middle School 
Arkansas Delaware 
Requires more than 20 hours semester hours of course work 
specific to middle school 
District of Colombia Ohio 
Indiana South Dakota 
Massachusetts Virginia 
Missouri Wisconsin 
(Requirements for Certification, 1995-96). 
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The 1992 National Middle School Association’s Directory of Middle Level 
Teacher Preparation Programs included 241 institutions with specialized middle level 
teacher preparation programs. For those interested in teaching at the middle level, 
Turning Points (Carnegie, 1989) suggests a bachelor program which develops a solid core 
of knowledge in one or more subject areas in conjunction with opportunities to interact 
with early adolescents. Following the completion of the bachelor program, teacher 
preparation should include internships in middle schools with a mentor teacher. Licensing 
would occur only after completing graduate courses on understanding early adolescents, 
the art of teaching, the learning process, and on-the-job assessment. Turning Points calls 
for a specialized certificate or license in order to teach at the middle level (Carnegie 
Council on Adolescent Development, p. 60). 
Some of the specialized courses identified to become an effective middle level 
teacher should include knowledge of adolescent development. “Developmental realities 
of early adolescence mean that issues related to health, and especially to sexuality, 
become critically important to young adolescents and therefore to those who work with 
them” (McEwin, Dickinson, Erb, & Scales, 1997). Other areas of specialization are the 
promotion of physical, social, and emotional growth of young adolescents. Middle school 
educators must see young adolescents as individuals with hopes and dreams, with 
emerging abilities, needs, and pursuits. They must be thoroughly grounded in both what 
makes up the individual personality and how this personality is developed (McEwin, 
Dickinson, Erb, & Scales, 1997). Curriculum and instructional design should include 
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activities programs, advisor-advisee programs, clubs, social events, athletics, and 
performances, and how they fit into the big picture. “Prospective middle grades teachers 
must engage in formal study to understand the foundations these varied curricular 
components are based upon; the developmental characteristics of young adolescent 
learners, the nature and changing conditions of the larger society, as well as the content 
and modes of inquiry associated with various areas of human knowledge” (McEwin, 
Dickinson, Erb, & Scales, 1997). 
The middle school student is a vibrant, complex person on the edge of adulthood. 
This student is in a position to make decisions that may effect the rest of his or her life. 
The adults who have positions of influence over the middle school student should be 
aware of the power they have, and wield it responsibly. An effective teacher is effective 
because he or she knows how to communicate caring to his or her students, and is able to 
empower the student to learn and reach for high goals. 
The next chapter will discuss the methodology and research design. The procedure 
will be described along with a description of the methods of data collection. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN 
This chapter will discuss the methodology and research design. The procedure 
will be described along with a description of the methods of data collection. 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to determine if effective middle school teachers 
share certain characteristics, and if so, how could they become integrated into a teacher 
education program. The study identified effective middle school teachers’ characteristics 
in four areas: content, motivation, management, and caring. Pre-service teachers, middle 
school students, middle school teachers, and administrators identified these 
characteristics. This study centered on middle level teaching that includes grades six, 
seven and eight. 
Descriptions of Data Sources 
This study involves pre-service teachers, middle school students, teachers, and 
administrators. The subjects are from schools in Western Massachusetts as well as 
schools in Hawaii. A group of teachers in Honolulu, Hawaii also participated in this 
study, allowing for a possible contrast in cultural as well as socioeconomic setting. 
Middle level students range in age from eleven years to fifteen years old. Both 
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males and females participated. Participants came from an urban setting in Hawaii and a 
rural setting in Massachusetts. The schools ranged from poorly funded to well funded. 
Methodology 
The study was accomplished in two phases. The first phase consisted of several 
focus group interviews. The qualitative data generated by this paradigm is a valuable 
resource since the information allowed for observational inductive data. This source is 
valuable as indicated by Locke et.al. (1988, p. 85), 
“Intimate and extended contact with human data sources at the level of direct 
interaction is the only way to make use of the sensitive capacities of that tool... In all 
formats for qualitative study, detailed descriptions of context and what people actually 
say or do form the basis for inductive rather than deductive forms of analysis. That is, 
theory is created to explain data rather than being collected to test pre-established 
hypotheses.” 
Phase One 
The first of these interviews were conducted with several small groups of middle 
school students in a conference room within the school. “[A focus group is] a carefully 
planned discussion designed to obtain perceptions on a defined area of interest in a 
permissive, non-threatening environment. The discussion is relaxed, comfortable, and 
often enjoyable for participants as they share their ideas and perceptions. Group members 
influence each other by responding to ideas and comments in the discussion” (Krueger, 
1988, p. 18; Patton, 1990). The respondents were apprised of their rights as participants in 
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a study, and given a written explanation of the process (Appendix A). Minor respondents 
were required to have the signature of a parent or guardian. 
The interviews were tape-recorded and included hand-written notes in order to 
preserve the data. This format has both advantages and disadvantages. This format 
facilitates data analysis by aiding the researcher in recalling and coding data. The 
disadvantage is the chance it might interrupt the process between the interviewer and the 
participants as the researcher pauses to write, possibly disrupting the flow of thought of 
the participants (Gall, Borg, & Gall, 1996, p. 320). The students interviewed responded to 
questions within the four areas of this study: characteristics of effective teachers in the 
four areas of content, motivation, management, and caring. (A format for the interviews 
may be seen in appendix D). The students were allowed to take the conversation in the 
direction of their choice, but were subtly directed in the area of the study by the 
researcher asking questions or asking for comments on the main topics. An example in 
the area of content is the question: “What are your feelings about the amount of work you 
are expected to do?” At the close of the interview, the students were asked to create a list 
of words or phrases that they felt best described an effective middle school teacher. The 
interviews were transcribed then coded. 
The second component of phase one of the study was a focus group interview of 
members of the governing members of the Hawaiian Alliance of Middle Schools. 
(H.A.M.S.) These members consisted of teachers, an administrator, a middle school 
coordinator, and a head teacher. This group interview followed the same format as the 
student interviews, although the questions were modified in order to derive the teachers’ 
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point of view. The participants responded to questions within the four areas of this study: 
characteristics of effective teachers in the four areas of content, motivation, management, 
and caring. They were also allowed to let the conversation flow, but were guided to stay 
within the area of the study (Krueger, 1988). This session also culminated with a group¬ 
generated list of words or phrases that they felt best exemplified the characteristics of an 
effective middle school teacher. The focus group interviews were also transcribed and 
then coded. 
Individual interviews of teachers were also conducted. These interviews were 
formatted as semi-structured interviews. “The semi-structured interview involves asking a 
series of structured questions and then probing more deeply using open-form questions to 
obtain additional information” (Gall, Borg, & Gall, 1996, p. 310). The information 
derived from the focus group interviews and the semi-structured interviews was used to 
develop a written survey instrument to be administered to pre-service teachers. “The 
purpose of a survey is to use questionnaires or interviews to collect data from participants 
in a sample about their characteristics, experiences, and opinions in order to generalize 
the findings to a population that the samples intended to represent” (Gall, Borg, & Gall, 
1996, p.289). 
The third part of the first phase of this study was the administration of the written 
survey of pre-service teachers (Appendix B). The pre-service teacher survey consisted of 
questions in the same four areas as in the focus group interviews. Questions were asked 
about the characteristics of effective teachers in the areas of content, motivation, 
management, and caring. The survey also included a space for comments, which 
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generated a valuable extended data source for remarks beyond the four areas, assisting in 
the collection of useful data. The pre-service teachers were also asked to formulate a list 
of words or phrases which they felt best described an effective middle school teacher. The 
surveys were coded with the same codes as the focus group interviews. By using the same 
coding, the data could be triangulated and cross-referenced between the three groups. 
Phase Two 
The second phase of the study was the development of a questionnaire. The 
purpose of the questionnaire was to aid in the identification of the characteristics common 
to effective teachers (See appendix C). The use of both interviews and surveys allow the 
collection of data to be more thorough. (Yin, 1989). This supplemental survey is a 
confirmation survey interview “.. .which is a structured interview that produces evidence 
to confirm earlier findings. These interviews are especially useful in large-scale 
questionnaire studies where in-depth interviewing cannot be carried out for all 
respondents” (Goetz, & LeCompte, 1984). The questionnaire focuses on the four areas: 
content, motivation, management, and caring, as well as to ask participants to add 
supplementary comments concerning effective teacher characteristics. 
The statements in the questionnaire used a ‘Likert’ attitude scale. “A Likert scale 
asks individuals to check their level of agreement with various statements” (Gall, Borg, & 
Gall, 1996, p.297). There are five choices in the scale: strongly agree, agree, no opinion, 
disagree, and strongly disagree. The ‘no opinion’ option is there to deal with the lack of 
understanding some respondents may have toward certain questions. “One method of 
dealing with respondents’ possible lack of familiarity with a topic is to include a “no 
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opinion” option as one of the response alternatives for each attitude item” (Gall, Borg, & 
Gall, 1996, p.297). 
The anonymity of respondents were protected. Respondents were not asked to 
identify themselves, however, their position as an adult or student was indicated. The 
problem of follow-up was not an issue since the respondents were able to complete the 
survey and return it during a class time. The questions were explained to the students 
during administration to facilitate understanding, however, it is possible that all students 
were unable to completely understand all questions. The respondents were not required to 
complete the questionnaire, and were informed of their rights both verbally and in a 
written statement attached to the top of the questionnaire. 
The data generated by the questionnaires were coded to overlay the results of the 
individual interviews, focus group interviews and surveys. The data were expected to 
confirm or refute the results of the first phase. The next chapter will describe and analyze 
the data, phase by phase. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DATA RESULTS 
In this chapter the data is presented in two parts. Part one is the four areas of 
focus: content, motivation, caring and management. Part two is the ranking of descriptive 
words. In part one, within each area of focus, the data were collected in two phases; the 
initial phase which included focus group interviews, individual interviews, and large 
group surveys, and the second phase which involves a large group questionnaire. The data 
from both phases will be presented together. 
The results from the interviews, surveys and focus groups were used as the basis 
for questions on the Likert-scaled questionnaire in phase two. The purpose of the 
questions was to validate the responses gleaned from the interviews and surveys. There 
were 41 adult respondents, and 171 student respondents to the questionnaire. It is 
important to note the figures will not always add up to 100% because they are rounded to 
the nearest whole number. (The format of this section can be seen in table 17.) Questions 
1, 2, 6, 13, 22, and 24 were geared toward content. Questions 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 14, 15, 17, 
24, and 26 focus on motivation. Questions 7, 10, 11, 12, 17, 21, and 23 are concerned 
with caring. Questions 8, 16, 18, 19, 20, and 25 ask about management. 
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Table 17 Format of Data 
subject question number 
Content 1,2, 6, 13,22, 24 
General content 2, 22 
Relevance 1,6, 24 
Subject knowledge 13 
Motivation 1,3,4, 5,7, 9, 14, 15, 17, 24, 26 
Relevance 1,24 
Humor 3,26 
Enthusiasm 9, 15 
Hands-on 5 
Work ethic/Modeling 4, 14 
Caring 7, 17 
Caring 7, 10, 11, 12, 17,21,23 
Academic 23 
Personal relationship 7, 10, 11, 12, 17,21 
Management 8, 16, 18, 19, 20, 25 
Discipline 18,19 
Flexibility 20 
Teaming 16 
Adolescent characteristics 8, 25 
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The questions were randomly scattered throughout the survey in order to avoid 
repetition that might influence the respondent. Some of the questions were directed more 
towards the adults (questions 20, 16, 8, 25, and 4), or the student (question 10) however, 
the data from the secondary group was still useful. These particular questions, 
predictably, did have a higher percentage of responses in the ‘no opinion’ category. Some 
overlapping of questions also provided data in more than one category. (Questions 1, 7, 
17, and 24). The congregate results of the study are found in table 18. 
Table 18 Results of Effective Middle School Teacher Study 
1. It is important to tell the students why they need to know what they are learning. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 44% 54% 0% 2% 0% 
Students 43% 46% 2% 1% 0% 
2. Earlv adolescents have not vet developed abstract thinking skills. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 2% 29% 12% 49% 7% 
Students 1% 8% 49% 28% 14% 
Continued next page 
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Table 18 continued. 
3. To be effective, a middle school teacher must have a sense of humor. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 71% 22% 7% 0% 0% 
Students 46% 39% 9% 6% 0% 
4. Students model the teacher’s behavior. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 32% 54% 0% 15% 0% 
Students 6% 30% 35% 23% 6% 
5. Hands-on activities motivate no more than other methods of teaching. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 2% 20% 7% 49% 22% 
Students 16% 16% 15% 26% 26% 
6. It is unnecessarv to connect content with current tonics and issues in the world. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 2% 15% 2% 56% 24% 
Students 4% 12% 22% 33% 29% 
Continued next page 
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Table 18 continued. 
7. Student grades are not affected if the teacher develops a relationship with the student 
that extends beyond the classroom. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 5% 20% 12% 46% 17% 
Students 19% 26% 22% 23% 11% 
8. Early adolescents are at an emotional stage of development. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 63% 34% 0% 0% 2% 
Students 21% 40% 33% 5% 2% 
9. Enthusiastic teachers are more effective. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 63% 34% 2% 0% 0% 
Students 49% 38% 11% 1% 2% 
10. Trust is not more of an issue in middle school than at other levels of education. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 5% 37% 2% 29% 27% 
Students 3% 16% 33% 29% 20% 
Continued next page 
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Table 18 continued. 
11* A Student should showiespect for the teacher before the teacher shows respect for the 
student. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 2% 15% 4% 54% 24% 
Students 11% 19% 23% 32% 15% 
12. Peer pressure is not an issue at middle school. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 0% 0% 0% 15% 85% 
Students 0% 2% 4% 26% 68% 
13. Subject knowledge is all the teacher needs to be effective. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 2% 0% 0% 29% 68% 
Students 2% 11% 20% 44% 23% 
14. The harder the teacher works, the harder the student works. 
- 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 7% 37% 10% 41% 5% 
Students 8% 31% 34% 19% 9% 
Continued next page 
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Table 18 continued. 
15. Obvious enthusiasm affects learning outcome. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 37% 63% 0% 0% 0% 
Students 19% 58% 19% 4% 0% 
16. School teams help with classroom management. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 24% 59% 10% 5% 2% 
Students 12% 50% 31% 5% 2% 
17. Students work harder for teachers whom they think listen to them. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 29% 66% 5% 0% 0% 
Students 40% 47% 11% 3% 0% 
18. Clear boundaries allow students to work more effectively. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 44% 56% 0% 0% 0% 
Students 15% 54% 26% 4% 1% 
19. Earlv adolescent students do not like strict teachers. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 0% 15% 7% 71°/c , 7% 
Students 49% 32% 10% 7% 2% 
Continued next page 
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Table 18 continued. 
20. Teacher flexibility does not affect learning. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 0% 2% 2% 68% 27% 
Students 5% 12% 27% 36% 19% 
21. Fairness has no more importance to the early adolescent then to other age groups. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 0% 17% 2% 41% 39% 
Students 3% 22% 35% 23% 16% 
22. A middle school student is concerned about his/her academic future: beyond iust 
few years. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 2% 49% 5% 37% 7% 
Students 29% 43% 19% 9% 0% 
23. Academic warnings show the teacher cares. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 2% 66% 7% 20% 5% 
Students 11% 42% 31% 10% 6% 
Continued next page 
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Table 18 continued. 
24. The teacher who is ‘with-it’ is not more effective than the teacher who is not aware of 
current trends. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 5% 17% 15% 63% 0% 
Students 9% 19% 25% 29% 18% 
25. An early adolescent has overwhelming energy when compared to other age groups. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 12% 39% 22% 27% 0% 
Students 10% 39% 39% 9% 3% 
26. Effective middle school teachers laugh often. 
Strongly agree agree no opinion disagree strongly disagree 
Adults 29% 56% 10% 5% 0% 
Students 28% 48% 19% 5% 1% 
Content 
The focus group interviews concerned with content were conducted in order to gain 
insight into the perceptions of students and teachers into the delivery and level of content. 
Content is the actual information being taught; for example, cell organelles, and 
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the differences between plant and animals cells. The respondents did not have a particular 
curriculum in common, however the methodology, and how this impacted the learning 
process, was something all respondents addressed. Below are a sampling of the comments 
made by teachers in the focus group interviews and individual interviews concerning 
multiple intelligences and learning styles: 
• ".. .multiple intelligences and learning styles... are most evident at this level, 
and also ... this is where they can begin to expand, and learn... to cope with a 
variety of teaching styles" (teacher at H.A.M.S. conference). 
• ".. .you need to model thinking skills, structured, whatever you want them to 
learn, you should have modeled it first... if you haven't taught them how it is that 
learning is structured, then they're never going to get any of that stuff' (teacher at 
H.A.M.S. conference). 
• ".. .middle school kids are just at the formative years of their lives; they are 
beginning to learn abstract thinking. So far everything, possibly, has been 
concrete..." (teacher at H.A.M.S. conference). 
• "Information changes so quickly now-a-days... as long as you know where to 
find it, and that's the process of resources... the face of the world has changed so 
much." (teacher at H.A.M.S. conference). 
• ".. .my perspective is that you learn from everything... it doesn't matter if it's 
good, or it's bad- you're learning something" (teacher at H.A.M.S. conference). 
• "... ability to use a variety of methods to introduce content rather then the 
traditional lecture -based method" (teacher interview). 
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General Content 
The teachers indicate that methodology is the backbone of content. The students, 
in the focus group interviews, also articulate content in terms of methodology. 
• "... a lot ot the time class participation helps out with understanding and stuff- 
without reading, you ask questions and have the class answer them..." (student 
focus group). 
• "... they could probably be giving us more..." (student focus group). 
• ". . . J like [how] in math class we go over our tests, find out how we did 
wrong... and how we can fix it..." (student focus group). 
• "I like it sometimes when I do it by myself, and I make a couple of mistakes, 
then 1 can make it better by doing this instead of the teacher doing it before 1 can 
realize what T did wrong..." (student focus group). 
In relation to content, a middle level teacher will be more effective if he or she is 
able to relate the focus of the lesson to something concrete the students will understand, 
and then move to a more abstract concept. In question two: Early adolescents have not vet 
developed abstract thinking skills. 2% strongly agreed. 29% agreed, 2% had no opinion. 
The majority of the teacher respondents, 49%, disagreed with the statement, with 7% 
strongly disagreeing. The literature concerning the development of abstract thinking skills 
would agree with this question, however, the teachers are divided in their response, with a 
strong majority disagreeing. In the comment section of the instrument, many teachers 
indicated the early adolescents are at the beginning of developing abstract thinking skills, 
and though the statement may be true for some, they see the beginnings of development, 
and thus disagreed with the statement. The statement - early adolescents have not yet 
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developed abstract thinking skills asked if the respondents thought the early adolescent 
had ‘completely developed’ abstract thinking skills. “This is a very individual thing... it 
depends on the child” (teacher comment). 
The student response to the same statement: - early adolescents have not vet 
developed abstract thinking skills was very different from that of the adults. 1% strongly 
agreed, 8% agreed, 49% had no opinion, 28% disagreed, and 14% strongly disagreed. 
According to the literature, early adolescents do not yet see beyond their 
immediate future. They are just beginning look at the next year, much less beyond that. 
Question twenty-two states: A middle school student is concerned about his/her academic 
future, beyond just a few years. 2% of the teachers strongly agree with that statement, 
49% agree, 5% have no opinion, 37% disagree, and 7% strongly disagree. There is a split 
response to this question, with 54% agreeing, and 44% disagreeing. The students’ 
respond to the same question (a middle school student is concerned about his/her 
academic future, beyond just a few years) with 29% strongly agreeing, 43% agreeing, 
19% having no opinion, 9% disagreeing, and 0% strongly disagreeing. 
Relevance 
In terms of content, relevance is indicated as an important factor in middle school 
by both adult and student groups. Questions number one and six deal with relevance. To 
question one. It is important to tell the students why they need to know what they are 
learning 44% of the teachers and 49% of the students strongly agreed. 54% of the 
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teachers agreed, and 46% of the students agreed. This is a strong correlation between the 
two sets of respondents, with 98% of the adults and 95% of the students in agreement. 
The adult groups, which include both teachers and pre-service teacher responses include 
some of the following statements: 
• "You have to establish relevance to their own life, as long as you don't make 
contact relevant to them, they'll never learn it... you need to model information 
and content into something that is relevant and usable for their lives" (Teacher 
interview). 
• "I always ask myself, why do they need to know this? And if there is no real 
reason why they need to know it, then why are you spending so much time?" 
(Teacher at H.A.M.S. conference). 
• "I get kid's opinions to help me figure out what they want to know; what is 
relevant to them... I have a sense of what is relevant to me, but I want to make 
sure... Hook it to the real world... pull a lot from magazines, the morning radio 
news... the previous evening nightly news, it's fun... it's in the news, it's your 
health, it's your future, it's truth, it's what it is all about..." (Teacher interview). 
• ".. .you want students to be able to grasp how subject matter can actually relate 
in a meaningful way to their lives" (Pre-service teacher survey). 
• "... appeal to what is important to them - from concrete to abstract” (Teacher 
interview). 
The students also respond to content questions in terms of relevance as shown in 
the quotes below. 
• “.. .they place it to real life things... yeah, something you could use... because 
sometimes we would be sitting in class, and be thinking, why should I even be 
paying attention, when will I ever use this?... you know what I mean? .. .and if 
you compare it to something you will use, that makes it like, oh well, maybe 
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this will be helpful in 20 years or something..." (student in a focus group 
interview). 
• . when they compare it to other things you have to do... it’s showing that 
they really do want you to understand you are gonna need this stuff, it’s not just 
there... they do need to teach it” (student in a focus group interview). 
• “... by telling us what it is going to do tor us... if a teacher says- if you want to 
have a job in the future, you need to learn something like this- then that says to 
you, you got to do that... so it motivates you” (student in a focus group 
interview). 
Student teachers also comment on relevance: 
• “Stand-outs connect content to current topics, issues, and community 
problems. They want students to be able to grasp how subject matter can actually 
relate in a meaningful way to their lives” (pre-service teacher survey). 
• .. using creative methodology, material that is relevant to students or relating 
non-relevant information in a creative way” (pre-service teacher survey). 
Question six, It is unnecessary to connect content with current topics and issues in 
the world, is meant to corroborate question number one, (It is important to tell the 
students why they need to know what they are learning.) This question was stated as a 
negative, and the responses should also be negative if this question corroborates question 
number one. The responses to this question do indeed reflect the same attitudes of 
number one. The majority of the teachers (56% disagree, and 24% strongly disagree) 
disagree with this statement. The statement is slightly different, and this may explain the 
slight difference in responses. The first statement addresses why curriculum needs to be 
relevant, the sixth question addresses how the curriculum can be relevant. 
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Another question on relevance has to do with how the teacher is up to date with 
current societal trends. The teacher who is ‘with-it’ is not more effective than the teacher 
who is not aware of current trends (question twenty-four). The wording of this question 
may have obscured its meaning; thus the resulting data is questionable. The majority of 
teachers disagreed with this statement (63%), while only 46% of the students disagreed. 
The expectation was to see a stronger majority of students to disagree, but with 25% of 
the students having cno opinion’; the understandability of the question may be at issue. 
Subject Knowledge 
Question thirteen states: Subject knowledge is all the teacher needs to be 
effective. Both groups of respondents disagreed with this statement, with a very large 
percent (97%) of the adults disagreeing, and 67% of the students disagreeing. This 
question was designed to validate the main ideas of the questionnaire as a whole. 
Motivation 
There is a very blurred line between the four categories: content, motivation, 
caring, and management. During the interviews the participants often oscillated between 
the four topics. When they talked about motivation, methodology and content were also 
indicated. Teaching involves so many arenas it is difficult to isolate any single area. The 
topic of motivation produced the following comments from teachers and pre-service 
teachers: 
* "You have to get them into awe, and you do that by doing weird things" 
(teacher at H.A.M.S. conference). 
• "... bring a lot of enthusiasm... do a lot of phone calls... spend enough time 
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showing them the wonderment...(teacher interview). 
• .. appeal to what appeals to them... (pre-service teacher survey). 
• "... always enthusiastic, not only about subject matter, but about things that 
the students were excited about in their own lives” (pre-service teacher survey). 
• "... able to incorporate interesting and various types of activities to get students 
interested” (pre-service teacher survey). 
On the questionnaire there were eleven questions involving motivation (questions 
1, 3,4, 5, 7, 9, 14, 15, 17, 24, and 26). 
Relevance 
There are two questions dealing with relevance as a motivational issue, questions 
one and twenty-four. 
Question one. It is important to tell the students why they need to know what they 
are learning, was previously presented as a content question, but is also considered a 
motivational technique (44% of the teachers and 49% of the students strongly agreed. 
54% of the teachers agreed, and 46% of the students agreed). 
Question twenty-four, The teacher who is 'with-it’ is not more effective than the 
teacher who is not aware of current trends. The wording, with-it, can be interpreted to 
have a content meaning or a social/ motivational meaning; thus the resulting data is 
useful in two categories. The majority of teachers disagreed with this statement (63%), 
while only 46% of the students disagreed. 
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Humor 
Questions three and twenty-six involve humor as a motivator. (Number three: To 
be effective, a middle school teacher must have a sense of humor, and number twenty 
six: Effective middle school teachers laugh often.) The teacher’s responses to question 
three shows a slightly stronger agreement with the teacher group then the student group. 
Of the teachers, 71% strongly agreed, while only 46% of the students strongly agreed. 
22% of the teachers agreed, and 39% of the students agreed. 
Question number twenty-six is also about humor, however it indicates a physical 
manifestation of humor that students will recognize. If a teacher finds humor in a 
situation, but does not indicate this in a way a student will recognize it, such as smiling 
and laughing, then the student may not know the teacher has a sense of humor. Both 
groups, teachers and students, agreed about how humor is reflected by a teacher. 
Question number twenty-six. Effective middle school teachers laugh often, had 29% of 
the teachers and 28% of the students strongly agreeing, 56% of the teachers and 48% of 
the students agreeing. For both this question and question three, not one student or 
teacher strongly disagreed, and 5% or less disagreed at all. Many of the comments on the 
student questionnaires involved humor: 
• “A teacher with a sense of humor gets a student more interested in learning” 
(student comment on questionnaire). 
• ‘The teacher must use facial features because some of them may be funny, so 
that may influence the student to stay at attention” (student comment on 
questionnaire). 
• “In my eyes effective middle school teachers should be able to laugh and make 
jokes but should be able to teach us at the same time.They should make learning 
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fun” (student comment on questionnaire). 
• “... need to laugh more" (student comment on questionnaire). 
“I think humor is one of the most important things in learning” (student comment 
on questionnaire). 
• “If they make the kids laugh it makes the class fun” (student comment on 
questionnaire). 
Enthusiasm 
Two other questions relating to motivation concern enthusiasm. This particular 
word was used in all phases of this study, and found frequently in the literature. 
Questions nine and fifteen were related to enthusiasm. Question nine, Enthusiastic 
teachers are more effective, and question fifteen. Obvious enthusiasm effects learning 
outcome, were meant to confirm each other as well as to see if teachers and students at 
the middle level were in agreement. The data shows both. For question nine. 
Enthusiastic teachers are more effective. 97% of the teachers agreed (63% strongly) and 
87% of the students also agreed (49% strongly). The 10% difference is almost entirely 
due to the 11% of the students who had no opinion. (This could be indicative of the 
students not able to understand the question.) 
Question fifteen. Enthusiastic teachers are more effective, had overwhelming 
agreement from the teachers (100%) with only 77% of the students in agreement. Again, 
the difference between the two groups may be explained by the 19% of the students who 
had no opinion. Both groups made several comments about enthusiasm and its role in 
effective teaching: 
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Student comments: 
• “Teachers should be very enthusiastic, happy, smile a lot, and humorous - it 
draws the students attention...” (student comment on questionnaire). 
• “It is good if they care about the subject and are enthusiastic about it” (student 
comment on questionnaire). 
Student teacher comments: 
• “appeared enthusiastic- high energy” (pre-service teacher survey). 
“Standouts do not hide their own excitement or motivation to teach” (pre-service 
teacher survey). 
• “Someone who is enthusiastic about the material can automatically create 
some motivation....” (pre-service teacher survey). 
Providing activities that students find fun and interesting ” (pre-service teacher 
survey). 
• “She had so much enthusiasm! Everyone respected her ” (pre-service teacher 
survey). 
Teacher comments: 
• “I feel it’s important to bring a lot of enthusiasm... I do think that science 
should be fun, and if I spend enough time showing them the wonderment of 
science, that’s a key word, that it’s cool” (teacher interview). 
• “If the teacher has a genuine interest in the subject, the children are more 
interested” (teacher interview). 
“If there is a lot of smiling going on I can almost guarantee there is a lot of 
learning going on too” (H.A.M.S. teachers focus group interview). 
• “... needs lots of energy!” (teacher interview). 
“Middle school teachers, relative to high school and elementary, are more 
enthusiastic, open-minded, flexible and aggressive in how they approach their 
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classes” (teacher interview). 
• “Motivate by being enthusiastic about the subject, care that the students learn”' 
(teacher interview). 
Many students’ perception of motivation includes methodology: 
• . when we do experiments and we have to write what we do and all the 
results, it is fun... like when the teachers have you do projects about different 
topics, or make models and stuff- it's not just educational for you, but if you 
present it the whole class learns... it is more fun then just doing it right out of the 
book..." (student focus group). 
• "they tell you exciting stuff that you're going to do... it's like, more like 
groups... when... if you don't stick to just what's in the book... if you go beyond 
that... and have hands-on stuff... it's more exciting then just sitting there reading 
out of a book, and answering questions..." (student focus group). 
Hands-on Activities 
Question five. Hands-on activities motivate no more than other methods of 
teaching, is reflective of kinesthetic methodology as motivation. 22 % of the teachers 
agreed with this statement, and 32% of the students also agreed with this statement. 71% 
of the teachers disagreed, as did 52% of the students. A student teacher comments: 
• “Project-based, integrating student interest and abilities... very creative 
approaches, and lots of hands-on activities" (pre-service teacher survey). 
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Work Ethic/Modeling 
The work ethic of the students may or may not be a reflection of the teacher. This 
question has been of more interest lately within all three districts that participated in this 
study. In the interviews and surveys, teachers have brought up the difference in work 
ethic, the desire and correctness of working. The students appear to not see the necessity 
of doing homework, of doing the extra steps needed to get the best grade. Is this a 
reflection of the attitude of the teachers? Do the students realize how hard the teachers do 
or do not work? Is the teacher a role model? To have a preliminary look at this idea, 
question fourteen states: The harder the teacher works, the harder the student works. The 
data shows a pretty close split in responses. 42% of the teachers agree or strongly agree 
with this precept, while 38% of the students also agree or strongly agree. However, 44% 
of the teachers disagree or strongly disagree and 28% of the students disagree or strongly 
disagree. 34% of the students had no opinion. 
Question four, Students model the teacher’s behavior, is designed to support 
question fourteen. The harder the teacher works, the harder the student works. The 
responses should be similar, however they were not. 86% of the adults agreed that 
students model the teacher’s behavior, yet only 44% indicated that the harder the teacher 
works, the harder the student works. The student response, 36% agreeing, is much closer 
to their response to question fourteen, 39% agreeing. In this case, the data from both 
questions are aligned, giving credibility to the student response. 
When looking at this question as a motivation question, there are several 
examples of when the teacher works harder, the student works harder, such as staying 
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after hours to help a student. 
Student comments: 
* "I think it also helps when the teacher provides extra help, like maybe after 
school or something..." (student focus group interview). 
* "They encourage you... they'll say, you could come after school or 
something..." (student focus group interview). 
* "Effective teachers want to help kids if they need it and will help out if it is 
needed..." (student focus group interview). 
Caring as Motivation 
Two motivation questions view caring as a motivational method (questions seven 
and seventeen). Many of the students added personal comments about caring, and the 
importance of it, indicating this is an important characteristic. 
• “They have to be nice and caring” (student focus group interview). 
• “... if you were sick for a long time, like really sick, and when you come back 
they ask you how you are feeling... ” (student focus group interview). 
• “... that you feel comfortable being able to say, look, I couldnT do this 
because something happened at home... ” (student focus group interview). 
Both questions indicate a direct academic impact based on the attitude of the 
teacher. Number seven. Student grades are not affected if the teacher develops a 
relationship with the student which extends beyond the classroom, garnered a 63% 
disagreement from the teachers. 33% of the students disagreed. There is a notable 
difference in the teacher and student response. 44% of the students agreed with the 
statement, while only 25% of the teachers agreed. 
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Question seventeen, Students work harder for teachers whom they think listen to 
them, had a very strong positive response from both the teachers and the students. 94% of 
the teachers and 87% of the students agreed with this statement. This particular statement 
incited numerous comments as well. 
Student comments: 
• "If a student is friendly with the teacher, they will learn more easily” (student 
focus group interview). 
• . .if a student can't 'level' with his teacher, then learning will only go so far" 
(student focus group interview). 
• "[Effective teachers are] one's with a sense of humor and are willing to care 
and listen to an individual to help them” (student focus group interview). 
• "I learn more with a teacher I can connect with, and who makes learning fun" 
(student focus group interview). 
• "I think that for a middle school teacher to be effective they must be willing to 
talk of other things besides the lesson" (student focus group interview). 
• ".. .like, outside the class you can tell him things..." (student focus group 
interview). 
• "... and he'll talk to you about things, just besides classwork - make 
conversation..." 
Student teacher comments: 
• "... [effective teachers] always talked to students who were having trouble and 
students who simply did not 'seem like themselves’” (pre-service teacher survey). 
• "The teacher is willing to make time to address any issues outside of classroom 
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topics that students may have" ” (pre-service teacher survey). 
Teacher comments: 
• "If you want to talk to me, come and talk with me. I'll listen. I don’t know that 
I can do anything, but I'll listen..." (H.A.M.S. teacher focus interview). 
• "Think about this, somebody is finally going to talk with them and to them, 
rather then ignore them." (H.A.M.S. teacher focus interview). 
• "Effective teachers connect with students.they listen" (H.A.M.S. teacher 
focus interview). 
Caring 
Questions 7, 10, 11, 12, 17, 21, and 23 are concerned with caring. Questions 
seven and seventeen were presented above with caring as a motivational technique. 
Academic 
Number twenty-three is intended to see if students see a correlation between the 
teacher’s academic role and the fact that the teacher cares. The statement. Academic 
warnings show the teacher cares, was agreed with by 68% of the adults and 53% of the 
students. Academia is the purpose of school, and to be successful often involves making 
students aware of their deficiencies. The effective teacher does not leave this facet 
untended, but lets the students know he or she is on their side, and the teacher’s primary 
concern is for their success. Student’s comments illustrate that they appreciate this: 
• “Like when [a teacher] gave our class the choice about going to see the play or 
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studying, and anyone who had a grade below a B had to stay and study - that 
showed she cared what their grade was and she wants them to improve on their 
tests” (student focus group interview). 
• “[I think they care when] they will say your grade is close to failing, we are 
going to send you home with an academic warning and we think maybe you 
should come after school for extra help... you can do extra credit work... ” 
(student focus group interview). 
Personal Relationship 
Trust, fairness, and respect are issues that appear to be especially important to 
early adolescents. It may be because early adolescents are becoming more aware of their 
role in such matters, whereas before they were adult issues, and taken for granted, if 
thought of at all. Early adolescents are now developing an integral understanding about 
such abstract ideas, and these issues become of primary importance 
Questions seven and seventeen were presented in the motivation section above in 
caring as motivation. Question seven, Student grades are not affected if the teacher 
develops a relationship with the student which extends beyond the classroom, and 
seventeen. Students work harder for teachers whom they think listen to them, both reflect 
both academic issues and caring. 
The student response to question ten, trust is not more of an issue in middle 
school than at other levels of education, supports the fact that trust is an issue which has 
come to the forefront. 49% of the students disagreed with the statement, and only 19% 
agreed. A third (33%) answered ‘no opinion’. The adult respondents to this question were 
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split, with 42% agreeing, and 56% disagreeing. 
A student says: 
• “When teachers get to know you they treat you better, and they trust you... and 
they get past what you look like or act like sometimes...” 
A teacher writes: 
• “ Trust each student like he or she is your own child” (H.A.M.S. teachers focus 
group interview). 
Respect is also an issue to early adolescents. As seen in the literature review, they 
are learning how to be independent, they want the respect they see shared between adults, 
rather then the respect they see an adult giving to a child. This transition is difficult, often 
for both adults and early adolescents. Question eleven, a student should show respect for 
the teacher before the teacher shows respect for the student is intended to gauge whether 
the students and adults have made this transition to equally shared respect at the same 
level as that shared between adults, or if there is still a different level. Most adults (78%) 
disagreed with the statement, however, only 47% of the students disagreed with the 
statement. 17% of the adults did agree with this statement. 30% of the students also 
agreed, but again, there is no fixed age at which adolescence begins, and it is conceivable 
that the respondents are at different levels of development. Students comment: 
• “I feel if the teacher doesn’t respect the students, then the students aren’t going 
to respect the teacher... like, there is a teacher who is so mean and she would 
always yell at you and nobody really had respect for her, and she didn’t respect us, 
and everyone would not look forward to the class” (student focus group 
interview). 
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• “Sometimes its hard to do it [respect] at the same time, but teachers are always 
saying- if you want respect, you have to give respect” (student survey response). 
• “Students and teachers need to respect each other” (student survey response). 
• “I think that the student respects the teacher more if the teacher respects others 
and shows that he/she cares about the student. Respect is a major issue” (student 
survey response). 
Adults comment: 
• “[Teachers need] respect for children and adults as individuals” (teacher 
questionnaire comment). 
• “I respect all kids at the start of the school year” (teacher questionnaire 
comment). 
Fairness is also an issue for early adolescents. Sometimes it seems as if the battle 
cry is “But, it’s not fair!” Question twenty-one, Fairness has no more importance to the 
early adolescent then to other age groups, is meant to address this issue. The adults 
working with early adolescents disagree with a notable 80%, while only 39% of the 
students disagreed. The percent of students having ‘no opinion’ to this remains consistent 
with 35%, supporting the data previously gathered that is concerned with developmental 
issues. 25% of the students agreed with the statement. 
A teacher comments: 
• “It is so often kids in seventh grade just say - be fair” (teacher interview). 
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Question twelve asks about peer pressure. Peer pressure is not an issue in middle 
school. This item received the strongest response from both teachers and students. 100% 
of the adults and 94% of the students disagreed with the statement; in essence saying peer 
pressure is an issue in middle school. The fact that teachers recognize this as an 
important reflects upon their knowledge of the students and developmental^ where they 
are. This can be construed as caring about what their students have to deal with on a daily 
basis. The fact that students recognize peer pressure, and realize that is does effect them 
is important. There were only 2% of the students who agreed, and 4%, who had no 
opinion. 
Management 
This is an issue that effects every schoolteacher. Discipline as a part of 
management has a special place in the middle school. It is during this phase in an early 
adolescent’s life that he or she is just beginning to assert their independence. This phase 
of development not only happens in the home, but at school as well. It takes special skills 
and understanding to maintain discipline while at the same time encouraging the 
student’s independence. One teacher describes this as a dance, “I really think being a 
middle school teacher is being a dancer... you have to know how close you can get to 
them, and how far you have to veer away.” There are many other areas of management, 
from the organization of the daily paperwork and schedules, working with peers and 
administration, to dealing with the adolescent issues of peer pressure, trust and respect. 
There are several areas of management, which were addressed in this study. They 
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are separated into four categories: discipline, flexibility, teaming, and adolescent 
characteristics. The first presented will be discipline. 
Discipline 
Two questions deal with discipline; questions eighteen and nineteen. Eighteen 
states: Clear boundaries allow students to work more effectively. A very strong majority 
of the respondents, both adults and students, agreed with this statement. 100% of the 
adults (44% strongly agreeing and 66% agreeing) agree that students require boundaries. 
The fact that 69% of the students also agree is a strong statement to the adults in their 
lives. (Only 5% disagreed, the remainder, 26%, had no opinion.) 
• “My personal rules are that students have rights, and students have 
responsibilities; they have a right to learn, they have a right to feel safe here; they 
have a responsibility to be prepared, be on time, be involved. Its almost like a 
bull’s eye, or concentric circles - you can’t have one without the other” (teacher 
interview). 
• . you need to draw lines, set standard for behavior early on. Some days 
students need to know that they are acting inappropriately and are disappointing 
you” (H.A.M.S. teacher focus interview). 
• “Curriculum is your management... I don’t like to even say management, 
because I think if you have a vital curriculum that they can become involved in.... 
One thing to remember is that discipline means to teach... ” (H.A.M.S. teacher 
focus interview). 
Question nineteen talks about strictness. This question takes the idea ot 
boundaries one step further. The word strict is a negative word, especially tor the 
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students. Early adolescents do not like strict teachers. The adults were consistent with 
these two questions as 78% disagreed. The students responded strongly in agreement, 
showing a lack of consistency between the two questions that have the same general idea. 
81% of the students disagreed, 49% strongly. The word strict seems to be a red flag to 
early adolescents. Although they disagreed (strongly) with the statement, their comments 
illustrate that they still want the ‘firmness’. 
• “Nice, but not over-lenient” (student focus group interview). 
• “The older teachers have been with kids longer and know how to settle down a 
class and set down the rules” (student questionnaire comment). 
• “I think the teacher should be strict but have a sense of humor, and a large 
knowledge bank” ” (student questionnaire comment). 
• “1 think strict classes work the best, cause when kids interrupt the class it is 
hard to keep focused” (student focus group interview). 
• “It has to be, like, strict- but fun ... like Mr. M. - he’ll lay down the law about 
what he thinks... he’s strict, but he’s humorous” (student focus group interview). 
Flexibility 
In addition, under management there was a question concerned with flexibility. 
The question on flexibility was aimed primarily at the teachers. Teachers do not work in 
a void; they are one part of an organization that exists to educate children. As in any 
organization of people, there will always be glitches and flaws; things will not always run 
smoothly. Throw in a large group of early adolescents, and you are guaranteed to have 
wrinkles in the smoothest plan. In order for the system to work smoothly, with the least 
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amount of disruption, the teacher in a middle school must be able to change plans in a 
moment, and think on the run. An early adolescent is able to spot in an instant any flaw 
in the well-oiled plan, and capitalize on it to his or her best advantage. The attribute of 
flexibility is a vital component of an effective middle school teacher. 
Question twenty. Teacher flexibility does not affect learning, is meant to measure 
this characteristic. The word flexibility, in this case, would indicate the ability to ‘go with 
the flow’. At the middle school, the students are in a constant state of turmoil, and the 
teacher can no more change the characteristics of the early adolescents then stop the tide. 
The teacher, who is able to think on his or her feet, and keep step with the ebb and flow 
of the students with their mood swings, without losing his or her cool, will be more 
effective. 
The adults this question was primarily targeting disagreed with a significant 95%. 
(A negative response indicates agreement that flexibility is important.) The students were 
also in agreement, though not with such an overwhelming percent. 55% of the students 
disagreed, with 27% having no opinion 
Teaming 
The idea of teaming, number sixteen, is a question with a dual purpose. The 
teacher response is geared to highlight their knowledge of, and desire to, work in teams, 
as this is a primary factor in the middle school philosophy. This question also should 
align with number twenty, as it takes flexibility to work successfully in a team. The 
student response is looking for an attitude about teams as a management protocol. School 
teams help with classroom management. The adults agreed, with 59% agreeing, and 
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24% agreeing strongly for a total of 83%. This is a noteworthy number, not only in that it 
supports the necessity for flexibility (question twenty), but also because it supports the 
ideal of middle school philosophy. The students agreed with the statement with a total of 
62% (12% strongly agreeing, and 50% agreeing). A large number of the students (31%) 
had no opinion. Only 7% ot the adults and 7% of the students disagreed with this 
question. There were no comments from any of the groups or on any of the surveys or 
questionnaires that related to teaming. 
Adolescent Characteristics 
Question eight looks at the emotional state of early adolescents. Early 
adolescent’s are at an emotional stage of development. The adults responded with an 
overwhelming 97% agreement and the students with 61% agreeing. Only 7% of the 
students disagreed, leaving 33% whom had no opinion. 
• “Effective middle school teachers should be able to understand and be patient 
with the students’^ (student survey response). 
• “They have to be understanding rf one is having a bad day, and also know 
when or when not to ask about home life” (student survey response). 
• “.a teacher who isn’t so worried and one that you can go up to without fear 
of being yelled at...” (student survey response). 
• “I think that the most effective teachers don’t yell all the time” (Student focus 
group interview). 
• “... and it’s almost harder to write about yourself because... it’s harder to 
think what, really you want to write about, you know what I mean?” (student 
focus group interview). 
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The teachers recognize the emotional component of the early adolescent, and comment: 
• “[Effective teachers need] flexibility when facing diverse student needs'’ 
(H.A.M.S. teachers focus group interview). 
• “At this age, early adolescents are becoming aware of so many things; it is 
perhaps more important to attend to these issues... that is why we have middle 
schools instead of junior highs” (H.A.M.S. teachers focus group interview). 
• “I think... it is important to get them through their emotions” (H.A.M.S. 
teachers focus group interview). 
• “... so when kids explode you can take them outside., it’s not you, so you have 
to teach them how to divorce what happens to them outside... how to leave it 
there and how to bring themselves into the room, or how to analyze what situation 
they have and how they are going to figure out how they are going to create a 
solution that will be equitable for themselves - those kinds of things at^ really 
important,,, but they are not content issues, and our content standards fail to 
recognize that teaching is more than content” (H.A.M.S. teachers focus group 
interview). 
The last item of this questionnaire to be discussed is number twenty-five. An 
early adolescent has overwhelming energy when compared to other age groups. The 
majority of adults agreed (51%) that this age group has overwhelming energy. 27% 
disagreed. 
Teachers comment: 
• “I like the energy of the students... the energy is just a little overwhelming” 
(teacher interview). 
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“They are so boisterous” (H.A.M.S. teachers focus group interview). 
Ranking of Words 
The final part of this instrument is a list of words used to describe effective 
middle school teachers. Respondents were asked to rank the words in their order of 
importance, with one being the most important, and nine the least important. The purpose 
of this ranking exercise was to determine what, if any, characteristics stood out as an 
essential element. Buckner and Bickel (1991) suggest comparing a compiled list of words 
between students and teachers). In table 19, note the ranks as given by students and 
adults, given as both median and mode. 
The words were chosen carefully. The first, relevance, (a connection to the matter 
at hand) was chosen because of the numerous comments from all respondent groups 
about the need to make curriculum relevant. The literature previously cited also indicates 
the necessity of making curriculum relevant (Turning Points, 1989; NMSA, 1995; 
Havighurst, 1972). 
The second word, humor, (the quality of being laughable or comical), is also a 
recurrent word in the comments, interviews and surveys. Students emphasized repeatedly 
the need for a sense of humor. 
Enthusiasm, (passionate devotion to, or interest in, a cause or subject), the third 
word has its roots in the energy level of the student population the middle school teacher 
is interacting with everyday. 
Many comments by students reflect upon the different facets of caring (the 
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function of watching, guarding or overseeing). Recent research focused on caring (Diero, 
1996) indicates this characteristic may be essential. 
The issue of firmness (indicating or possessing determination, resolution or 
persistence) is connected with the idea of boundaries. The early adolescent is breaking 
away from his or her parents and beginning to establish an identity of their own, yet still 
requires the safety of having an adult there to protect them if they go too far. This word is 
designed to reflect limits. 
Flexibility, (capable of adapting) the sixth word, is aimed primarily at the adult 
respondents; this word is searching for insight on the ability of the teacher to think on the 
move, and to be able to keep up with the pulsating energy of the early adolescent. 
The seventh word, energy, (capacity or power for work or vigorous activity) is 
related to flexibility in that is also requires the ability to ride the wave of adolescent 
energy, yet energy is also indicating a health or personal characteristic. 
Organized (to arrange in an orderly manner) is used to determine if the adults and 
students consider this characteristic as essential. There is little data on the effect of this 
characteristic on the effectiveness of the teacher. It would seem that is would help, but is 
it essential? 
Patient (capable of enduring hardship or inconvenience without complaint) is a 
characteristic that is essential for teachers everywhere, but this word was added to the list 
in to determine the level of its urgency at the middle level. 
Creative (the power or ability to invent) was a characteristic denoted by students 
and pre-service teachers as essential in the initial surveys and focus groups, however the 
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veteran teachers did not mention this very much. This word was included to get an 
indication of its level of requirement. 
The last word on the list is knowledge (the sum of what has been perceived, 
discovered or inferred). It is the fundamental focus of education, yet appears not to be a 
primary characteristic for an effective teacher. This word is included in order to get a 
measure of its importance to adults and students most involved with education at the 
middle school. (The definitions were taken from Enhanced Roget’s US Electronic 
Thesaurus, 1995). 
Respondents were asked to rank the list of words describing effective middle 
school teachers in order of importance, with 1 being the most important, and 9 the least 
important. 
The median and mode were found for each category. The median is the middle 
number in a series of numbers. The mode is the number that occurs with the most 
frequency. It is this number which is most significant. If the words are put in order, by 
rank and according to mode, the rank for teachers in order of importance has nothing 
ranked one (most important). When the numbers were averaged, it was difficult to see 
any meaningfulness since they all averaged between four and six. Table 19 shows the 
comparison between student and adult responses in terms of mean and mode. 
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Table 19 Essential Characteristics for Effective Middle School teachers 
Descriptive word ADULT STUDENT 
Median Mode Median Mode 
enthusiasm 3 2 4 1 
patient 6 6 4 4 
flexible 4 2 6 7 
creative 6 6 4 3 
organized 5 4 3 1 
knowledge 3 2 3 1 
humor 4 3 3 1 
firm 7 9 9 9 
caring 5 5 4 5 
Adult respondents did not rank any characteristic as a one, or most important. The 
students, on the other hand, ranked four characteristics as most important, or one. These 
are enthusiasm, organized, humor, and knowledge. The adult group ranked three 
characteristics number two: knowledge, flexible, and enthusiasm. It is of note that 
knowledge and enthusiasm ranked very high for both groups. Humor rated a three for the 
adult group. The students ranked humor higher then the teachers did, and this has been 
supported in the data throughout. The only major difference in the student top four and 
the adult top four is flexibility. This characteristic is, perhaps, more of an issue with 
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teachers. The students may not be able to see situations in which a teacher is required to 
be flexible, thus it would not occur to them how and if it is required. It is notable that the 
adult group ranked this comparatively high, as this characteristic reflects on their ability 
to work not only with early adolescents, but also in the team format in a middle school. 
The students ranked creativity as three, while the adults ranked it as six. It is not 
surprising that the students ranked this fairly high. Early adolescents are at an exploratory 
phase of growth, and the ability to see their world in different ways is important for their 
development. The characteristics ranking four, five and six for both groups of 
respondents are slightly different. The adult group ranked organized as four (an item the 
students gave a one), and the students gave patient a four (an item the adults gave a six). 
The only characteristic, which received the same ranking (in terms of mode) from both 
groups of respondents, was caring. This earned a five. From the frequency this term 
appeared in comments, the literature, and in the data, it would seem it should have a 
higher rating. 
Two characteristics received a six from the adult respondents: patient and 
creative. Patient was close to the student ranking of four, but because the median of 
patient for the students was also four, this indicates that it consistently ranked at the 
higher end of the scale and should be viewed as a more critical characteristic for the 
student group. This is the same case for creative, as was stated above. The students 
ranked flexible as seventh, and this was discussed above. 
The most noteworthy rating at the lower end of the scale is that of firm. This 
characteristic was rated a nine by both groups of respondents. It is apparent that among 
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the list of characteristics given to the respondents, firmness was the least important. This 
can be explained by the fact that if a teacher possessed all of the other characteristics, 
then firmness would not be an issue. 
By giving a median score for each ranking, you are able to see the middle number 
of the numbers given for that particular word. For example, if the choices were from 1-9, 
the average, or mean, would be 5. However, if respondents ranked it at only 2-6, than the 
median would be 4. This number gives an idea where on a scale the ranking would fall, 
either nearer the high end of the scale or the lower end of the scale. This supports the 
mode rank, allowing you to see how strong the mode is given the range of scores as 
indicated by the median. For example, the ranking of firm as a nine in both median and 
mode indicates it was a very meaningful rank. 
There were several comments, from both groups of respondents, which stated 
they had difficulty in ranking the words for various reasons. Below are a few of the 
teacher’s comments: 
• “All of these are important... too hard to rank” (teacher questionnaire). 
• “ The chart is really hard. To be effective teachers need all of these traits and I 
find it difficult to prioritize them. Also, situations change - firmness is needed 
one time but then caring at another. Perhaps flexible would be most important” 
(teacher questionnaire). 
• “This is very difficult because I believe that many of these terms should be 
ranked number one” (teacher questionnaire). 
• “That’s a tough list to order because every class has a different personality. It 
is very' hard to generalize when working with people” (teacher questionnaire). 
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“ [The ranking] could change on a particular day/situation” (teacher 
questionnaire). 
The next chapter will give an overview of the literature, discuss the strengths and 
weaknesses of the data, as well as talk about implications of the data in the field of 
education. It will finish with a look at possible areas of further research. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to determine if effective middle school teachers 
share certain characteristics, and if so, how could they become integrated into a teacher 
education program. The literature reviewed illustrated how early adolescents develop 
cognitively, socially, and psychologically at a very uneven, swift rate. The early 
adolescent begins this development at a genetically prearranged time; no two adolescents 
follow exactly the same timeline. Because this rapid development occurs within a similar 
period, most early adolescents will find themselves somewhere along the developmental 
path during the middle school years. The teachers of this unique group of students are 
themselves, unique. They are able to teach a subject such as math or science while at the 
same time facilitating the development of social skills, self-esteem, morality, and 
individuality. 
The conditions in a middle school change from day to day as only the rapid, 
uneven growth of the students, all on separate paths, can dictate. Each school district has 
its set of academic criteria, which the teacher works hard to meet. Nevertheless, the 
unwritten curriculum, that which directs the healthy growth of the early adolescent, is 
just as vital, and perhaps even more difficult to fulfill, “...ranking is very important... so 
when we teach things, it is really essential, especially in the middle school, to go through 
and dissect everything to a standard- and that is really difficult, and time consuming. You 
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bring in CEO’s instead of educators to run education, and see what happens... but our 
content standards fail to recognize that teaching is more than content.” 1 
Are there common attributes of effective teachers at this level? Are there certain 
characteristics that might make some teachers better suited and more effective than 
others? Several studies have been conducted which support this idea. The National 
Middle School Association identified six personal characteristics. A study involving 
Principals of middle schools produced a list of middle level teacher attributes. The 
National Board for Professional Teaching Standards outlines middle school teacher 
essentials. Studies have been conducted about strategies for bonding with early 
adolescents. Yes, there are attributes that are purported to be commonly held by effective 
middle level teachers. However, are these characteristics identified and developed in the 
pre-service teacher? The requirements for middle level educators are woefully inadequate 
at the national level. The majority of states do not even contain language in their 
certification requirements for teachers of early adolescents. The majority of states still do 
not even recognize the middle level, still grouping early adolescents with elementary or 
secondary school students. There is no apperception of the uniqueness of this age group, 
much less an acknowledgment that the teachers of this age group require special 
preparation. The testing of new teachers does not include testing of or measuring the 
affective characteristics found to be integral to the effective middle school teacher. 
The purpose of this study was to determine if effective middle school teachers do 
indeed share certain essential characteristics, and if they do, could this insight be 
1 Teacher in the Hawaiian schools, 2000. There are two school systems in Hawaii: the public system and a 
private system funded by an endowment. The private system, run as a business, is currently under 
reorganization due to poor student test results. 
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integrated into a teacher education program? The first step to answer this question was 
to gather data that might inform about such characteristics. To distinguish between 
middle school students and student teachers, the middle school students are referred to as 
students, while the student teachers are referred to as pre-service teachers. 
The data was accumulated in two phases. The first phase set the ground work, 
using interviews, focus-group interviews, and surveys of teachers, pre-service teachers, 
administrators, and middle school students. The details gathered from these sources were 
the foundation for the second phase. 
The second phase, incorporating the data collected, was the development and 
administration of a questionnaire. This questionnaire had three components; a series of 
questions which required a Likert-scaled response, a set of nine words which required the 
respondent to rank in order of importance, and an open response section. This phase 
involved 177 students and 44 adults. The format of the discussion of the data follows the 
same format found in chapter 4, and can be found in table 20. 
Table 20 Format of Data for Discussion 
subject question number 
Content 
General content 
Relevance 
Subject knowledge 
1,2, 6, 13,22, 24 
2,22 
1,6,24 
13 
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Continued next page 
Table 20 continued. 
Motivation 
Relevance 
Humor 
Enthusiasm 
Hands-on 
Work ethic/Modeling 
Caring 
Caring 
Academic 
Personal relationship 
Management 
Discipline 
Flexibility 
Teaming 
Adolescent characteristics 
1,3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 14, 15, 17, 24, 26 
1,24 
3, 26 
9, 15 
5 
4, 14 
7, 17 
7, 10, 11, 12, 17,21,23 
23 
7, 10, 11, 12, 17,21 
8, 16, 18, 19, 20, 25 
18, 19 
20 
16 
8, 25 
General Content 
Content 
Early adolescents have not vet developed abstract thinking skills. The student 
response was very different from that of the adults. The high percentage of students that 
responded ‘no opinion’ indicates many of the students did not understand the question. 
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This in itself may support the fact the many early adolescents have not yet fully 
developed abstract thinking skills. The fact that 42% disagreed or strongly disagreed may 
indicate that more students then the teachers are aware of may be further ahead in the 
development of abstract thinking skills. Piaget’s observations that formal operations 
begin to develop at approximately age eleven or twelve is supported by the responses to 
this question. The attainment of abstract, hypothetical, and logical reasoning is a gradual 
process, and is one that effective teachers recognize. 
A pre-service teacher should be well-versed in adolescent cognitive development; 
the different theories, the time frame, and what it ‘looks’ like. An understanding of 
student’s cognitive capabilities, and how they may change from day to day during the 
uneven growth period, will help increase the effectiveness of the teacher. To accomplish 
this, a course in adolescent development should be a certification requirement for middle 
level educators. 
The results of question twenty-two, A middle school student is concerned about 
his/her academic future, beyond just a few years did not strongly confirm the data found 
in the literature. According to the literature, early adolescents do not yet see beyond their 
immediate future. They are just beginning look at the next year, much less beyond that. 
However, the majority of the students agreed with this, opposing expectations. The 
majority of the respondents work or go to school in Massachusetts. This state is currently 
undergoing an overhaul of the education system that involves high-stakes testing for the 
students. There is a fourth grade, eighth grade and tenth grade component. They must 
pass the tenth grade test or they will not graduate with a diploma. The emphasis the 
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teachers have put on preparing for the tests in each grade has forced the students to look 
ahead to the test they must pass in high school. The strong student agreement (72%) may 
be a direct response to the pressure they feel to pass the Massachusetts Comprehensive 
Assessment Test (MCAS). This may be causing the students to think about their future 
several years in advance, something early adolescents in the past were not prone to do. “I 
think they’re starting to teach us more because of the MCAS - they’re kind of pushing us 
to learn all this stuff... ” (Student comment in focus group interview). 
Another possible reason that students seem to be looking ahead more than the 
models of adolescent development cited earlier indicate is normal may be certain social 
factors such as precarious family situations. The consequences of changes in family 
structures may be causing early adolescents to look forward for a more stable situation. 
(Mills, 1995). 
A pre-service teacher needs to know the political/educational consequences the 
students will be required to meet. As part of the pre-service curriculum, reviewing the 
national and state standards should be required. These standards are currently a political 
issue, and the students are aware of the personal repercussions connected to their 
performance, therefore, to be effective, the teacher must also be aware of the situation 
the student faces and be able to prepare the students. 
Relevance 
It is important to tell the students why they need to now what they are learning 
(question one). The importance of relating the curriculum to the students' lives may play 
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an essential role in adolescent development. Mischel’s (1986) theory that the 
adolescent’s cognitive interpretation of the environment plays a key role in cognitive 
development is supported by the results of this question. The adolescent must see a 
connection to his or her reality in order to interpret its relativity to him or herself. 
Because the early adolescent is at the beginning of abstract cognitive development, the 
teacher must often make the connection, since not all students are developmentally able 
to make the connection themselves. An effective teacher will make this connection, 
possibly an integral component for cognitive growth. Therefore, a pre-service teacher 
should have, as a lesson planning requirement, a relevance component, for example, 
know why the student needs to learn this, and how it relates to the student's life. If the 
teacher can answer those questions, his or her effectiveness is increased. 
Question six states, It is unnecessary to connect content with current topics and 
issues in the world. The strong agreement in responses by both students and teachers is 
indicative of a mindset that follows through on the principle of relevance of curriculum. 
Both groups disagreed with the statement. Again, the response to this question is 
supported by the cognitive development theories of Mischel (Mischel, 1986). The 
responses to the two questions, one and six, validate each other. 
Again, as in the previous question, a pre-service teacher needs to be able to make 
the connections with the topic to something that is relevant to the student. This is a 
component of lesson planning which should be integral in the training of new teachers 
and can be integrated into the instruction of lesson plan development. 
The teacher who is ‘with-it’ is not more effective than the teacher who is not 
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aware of current trends (Question twenty-four). The majority of students and adults 
disagreed with this statement, however it was not a strong majority. (Students- 47%, and 
adults, 63%). The literature previously cited (Bandura, 1986; Atwater, 1996) would 
indicate there should have been a stronger response. The students in the focus group 
interviews also spoke about how younger teachers understood them, and know what was 
going on. However, with 25% of the students answering no opinion, the validity of the 
student response is questionable. It is possible the wording ‘with-it’ was not current 
enough to have meaning to the early adolescents who participated in this study. 
A pre-service teacher who is not current with the lifestyle of his or her students 
will not be able to communicate on the same ‘wavelength’. There are many ways a pre¬ 
service program can train its teachers to be ‘with-it’; require interviews with early 
adolescents and watching some of the same shows they watch, or reading some of the 
same books and magazines, or simply observing adolescents and commenting on the 
observations in a journal or discussion format. By going to an event which is designated 
for early adolescents, such as a middle school dance, a pre-service teacher will learn a lot 
about the social mores of early adolescents, even beyond that which is evident in a 
structured middle school setting. 
Subject Knowledge 
Question thirteen, states: Subject knowledge is all the teacher needs to be 
effective. Both groups of respondents disagreed with this statement, with a very large 
97% of the adults disagreeing, and 67% of the students disagreeing. This question was 
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designed to validate the main ideas of the questionnaire as a whole. In his Annual Back 
to School Address to the National Press Club, the US Secretary of Education Richard W. 
Riley (1998) states, “Knowing your content is not enough. There is a skill and a craft to it 
all... ” However, if most people involved in the education of the early adolescent, from 
the adolescent him or herselt to the Secretary ot Education, are in agreement that subject 
knowledge is not enough, then why are the affective components of education not 
included in the training and testing of future teachers? Pre-service teacher programs have 
historically focused on subject matter at the high school level, but the requirements at the 
middle level are ambiguous. A middle level pre-service teacher needs to be fluent with 
the content in his or her area, and know the cognitive level at which the students will be 
able to comprehend the content. 
Motivation 
Relevance 
In terms of relevance as motivation, question one. It is important to tell the 
students why they need to know what they are learning and question twenty-four. The 
teacher who is c with-it’ is not more effective than the teacher who is not aware of current 
trends both reflect and validate the theories of Mischel. The wording, with-it, can be 
interpreted to have a content meaning or a social/ motivational meaning. In its social/ 
motivational context, it is motivating to the student to be able to see the connection of 
what they are learning to themselves. The students become personally invested in their 
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learning, and the teacher becomes more effective as the facilitator of the process. 
Humor 
To be effective, a middle school teacher must have a sense of humor (Question 
three). This question garnered strong agreement from both students (85%) and adults 
(93%). This slight difference in data may be due to the way the question may have been 
interpreted. The teachers may have thought that it takes a sense of humor to even be a 
middle school teacher, much less to be an effective middle school teacher. In either case, 
both groups are in strong agreement that to be an effective middle school teacher requires 
a sense of humor. A number of comments within every category included the idea of 
humor. Effective middle school teachers laugh often (question twenty-six), continued to 
support the importance humor plays for both adults and students. The high response rate 
to the subject of humor was surprising. (85% of the adults and 76% of the students 
agreed). Humor seems to play a very important role in the middle school tor both 
teachers and students, but has not been given much energy in research. 
How should a pre-service teacher program approach the issue of humor at the 
middle level? Can a sense of humor be taught? What a person finds humorous is a very 
individual issue. To teach about humor in the middle school, the pre-service teacher 
needs to first be aware of it as an issue that needs to be developed. The importance of 
humor to both teachers and students was strongly indicated in the data above. What does 
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humor look like? What is the developmental level of humor for an early adolescent? How 
does humor effect physiology? These are all topics that should be addressed in teacher 
education. 
Enthusiasm 
The responses to question nine. Enthusiastic teachers are more effective, and 
question fifteen. Obvious enthusiasm affects learning outcome, validate each other. Both 
received a very strong agreement (85% or higher from each group). Enthusiasm, inspiring 
lively interest, is an effective, essential characteristic for a middle grades teacher. The 
fact that a very high majority of adults and students find enthusiasm important in 
education would indicate this should be part of the training of a prospective teacher. 
There is no enthusiasm scale by which to measure a person’s enthusiasm, however, this 
might be something that a training program could develop, or have its students develop. 
An awareness of the importance of enthusiasm to the effectiveness of the teacher is 
certainly something that can be a topic of a pre-service discussion. 
Hands-on 
Hands-on activities motivate no more than other methods of teaching. The 
kinesthetic or experiential approach is supported by the theory that early adolescents are 
just beginning to move from the concrete stage of development to the abstract stage. By 
having concrete learning methodologies, the needs of the majority of students who are 
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fluctuating between abstract and concrete are being met. Based upon the literature there 
should be strong disagreement with this statement. The interview comments above also 
support the literature. However, the response was not as strong as expected. 22 % of the 
teachers agreed with this statement, and 32% of the students also agreed with this 
statement. 71% of the teachers disagreed, as did 52% of the students. Although these 
numbers indicate that a majority of the respondents agrees that hands-on activities are 
more motivating, this is not the overwhelming majority anticipated. The reason may be 
due to the way this particular question was worded. In order to agree that ‘hands-on 
activities’ are motivating, you had to disagree with the statement. For a respondent going 
through this questionnaire quickly, it is possible that this question may have been 
misread. The comments from all participating groups would indicate a more emphatic 
agreement. The students commented frequently on their preference for hands-on 
activities. 
A pre-service teacher should be trained in kinesthetic [experiential] 
methodologies across disciplines. Along with the lesson, however, should also be the 
logistics of how to implement such a lesson. It is easier, on paper, to create a hands-on 
lesson then it is to actually set one up. The pre-work of setting up the supplies, the flow 
of traffic around the equipment, the number of students per set-up, the timing of the 
lesson, training the students to use new equipment, untangling, repairing, finding 
replacement parts- all of these components need to be part of the training. The expenses 
of hands-on lessons need also to be an integral part of the planning, along with the 
assessment. The high number of teachers who indicated the effectiveness of a kinesthetic 
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approach points to the necessity of making this methodology an integral part of the 
training. 
Work Ethic/ Modeling 
The harder the teacher works, the harder the student works, question fourteen, did 
not evince a strong response. The adults split in agreement /disagreement, (agree- 44%, 
disagree- 46%). The students split three ways (agree 39%, no opinion, 34%, disagree, 
28%). This may be due to the fact that students do not know how hard a teacher works, 
so they may not see a correlation. It is possible the students, seeing an excellent lesson, 
lecture or activity, may believe he or she could not possibly compete, and not even try. 
The difference in general opinion from the adult group may be because many 
teachers see the extra things they do as part of the job; they are not ‘working harder’. 
This question did not give enough useful data. 
Students model the teacher’s behavior is question four. The adults responding to 
this question had a high percentage of agreement (86%). The teachers are aware of the 
role modeling the students do... it is often difficult to see oneself mirrored in the actions 
of another, however effective teachers realize that is what the students are doing. The 
literature indicates the teacher is a role model for the student (Bandura, 1986). The 
students may not be aware they model their behavior on their teacher, however, the 
teacher should be aware if this is the case. A pre-service program should include 
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adolescent development, which would enlighten the pre-service teachers about role¬ 
modeling, its importance and what it actually looks like in the middle school. 
Caring 
Question seven. Student grades are not atYected if the teacher develops a 
relationship with the student that extends beyond the classroom, and question seventeen, 
Students work harder for teachers whom they think listen to them are both questions 
which reflect upon the caring as motivation. It appears the majority of teachers see a 
relationship between the extra-curricular time spent with their students. The effective 
teachers spend time with students outside of the classroom, for instance, going to sports 
or musical in which the students are involved, indicating to the students that they care 
about them as people, not just as students. A majority of students (45 %) agreed with 
question seven, indicating they felt grades are not affected if the student gets to know the 
teacher outside of the strictures of the classroom. However, with 22% having no opinion, 
the student data is in question. It may be due to the wording of the question, with a 
negative response indicating agreement. The student response was not supported by the 
comments from the interviews and questionnaires that indicated an increased effort when 
the students saw the teachers outside of the classroom. 
Students and teachers agree that students work harder for teachers who listen to 
them. This question is related to number seven in that the opportunity for a teacher to 
develop a relationship with a student is increased when the time spent with that student is 
also increased. The development of a personal relationship between a teacher and a 
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student is not currently taught as a means of increasing effectiveness. This characteristic, 
which does have an affect on a student’s academic ability should be addressed in the 
education of a pre-service teacher. The social and legal implications of personal 
relationships with students can be explored and discussed. It is important that the pre¬ 
service teacher is aware of the ramifications, both positive and negative, which may 
result from relationships with students. The need to develop a personal relationship is an 
important factor in teacher effectiveness, but is also one which should be carefully 
understood. 
Caring 
Academic 
Academic warnings show the teacher cares. Although an early adolescent is 
rebelling against authority, and appears to fight boundaries at every step, the student 
appreciates the purpose of school, and the role of the teacher. This is indicated by the 
comments from the students about the teachers who give them academic warnings. The 
students do not see this as a punishment; on the contrary, they see this as a sign of caring. 
More than half of the students (53%) saw academic warnings as a sign of caring. There 
was, however, almost one third of the students who answered no opinion. This may 
indicate the students do not understand the question, or have not given any thought to the 
motivation or personal feelings of the teachers. The students may see that the teachers are 
not personally involved with the student’s education, and are simply following a 
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prescribed protocol when delivering academic warnings. A majority (68%) of the adults, 
on the other hand, does see academic warnings as a sign of caring. The effective teachers 
make sure their students are aware of the motivation and personal involvement behind 
their academic warnings. 
A pre-service teacher can be taught management methods that would facilitate 
record keeping. There are several computerized gradebook programs which should be 
reviewed, as well as how to set-up and maintain a hard copy of the student’s progress. 
Portfolios are often used, but a workable system of management is not often taught to the 
pre-service teacher. The paperwork involved for grade keeping in a middle school, with 
several classes of students, can be overwhelming. This facet of pre-service training 
should not be overlooked. 
Personal Relationship 
Seven and seventeen. Student grades are not affected if the teacher develops a 
relationship with the student that extends beyond the classroom, and Students work 
harder for teachers whom they think listen to them were presented in the motivation 
section above in caring as motivation: these questions reflect both academic issues and 
caring. 
Trust is not more of an issue in middle school than at other levels of education, is 
question ten. As early adolescents are in the beginning stages of development, it is 
conceivable that one third of the respondents may not yet have achieved this level of 
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abstract thinking, and thus may not understand the question. This is indicated by the 33% 
of students who answered no opinion. The students (49%) who do understand the 
abstract idea of trust indicate that trust is an issue in the middle school. 
The adult respondents to this question were split, with 42% agreeing, and 56% 
disagreeing. While more teachers also see trust as an issue to early adolescents, they 
might not realize its highlighted importance to the students. This is an important issue for 
teachers to address, and effective teachers are cognizant of the necessity to maintain a 
trustworthy relationship with the students. Pre-service programs need to include 
adolescent development in order to understand the importance understanding the 
characteristics of the early adolescent has on their education. 
A student should show respect for the teacher before the teacher shows respect for 
the student, (question eleven), had a high number of adults disagreeing (78%), indicating 
the adults feel the same respect for a student as they feel toward another adult. However, 
only 47% of the students disagreed with the statement, illustrating they did not yet see 
themselves on a par with the adults, in terms of respect. 17% of the adults did agree with 
this statement, leading me to believe there is a strong contingent of adults who do not 
recognize the maturation process of the early adolescent. 30% of the students also agreed, 
but again, there is no fixed age at which adolescence begins, and it is conceivable that the 
respondents are at different levels of development. 
Question 12. Peer pressure is not an issue at middle school. Effective teachers 
realize this issue is important, and has strong significance in the lives of early 
adolescents. This issue often affects the daily routine, and cannot be easily dismissed. 
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Peer pressure is a factor in the classroom that invades every lesson. The behavior of the 
students considered being leaders would greatly affect the behavior of the other students. 
An effective teacher will recognize the underlying currents and will use them to his or 
her best advantage. An ineffective teacher will be unaware of the silent communication 
taking place, and will wonder why his or her wonderful lesson fell apart. A pre-service 
program should include a system which allows for close communication between the 
mentor teacher and the pre-service teacher. This would open opportunities for the pre¬ 
service teacher to raise certain topics for discussion with the experienced teacher, such as 
the role of peer pressure. 
The students also realize peer pressure is an important issue; 94% of the students 
indicate this through their disagreement. Methods to identify and address the pressures 
of peer relationships at the middle school should be taught to pre-service teachers. Along 
the same lines, question 21 addresses fairness. Fairness has no more importance to the 
early adolescent than to other age groups. Sometimes it seems as if the battle cry is, “but, 
it’s not fair!” The adults recognize the high level of importance placed on fairness by 
early adolescents. (80% of the adult respondents disagreed with the statement). It is 
interesting that the students did not see fairness as an issue. A high number of students 
(35%) answered no opinion. This may be because the students do not have the objectivity 
of the adults who work with them, and are unable to compare themselves to other age 
groups. The student data from this particular question is inconclusive. 
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Management 
Discipline 
Question 18 states: Clear boundaries allow students to work more effectively. 
With many parents unsure of what to do with their early adolescents, the fact that 
boundaries are not only effective but desired by students may help them realize the 
importance of creating and maintaining clear boundaries at home. Effective teachers 
realize this, and part of their effectiveness is the fact that they can communicate what 
their boundaries are, and maintain them fairly and consistently. A pre-service teacher 
needs to be trained in boundary setting and maintenance. This area of management is 
very important at the middle level, and looks very different from the boundaries at the 
elementary level or the high school level. 
The necessity of having rules and boundaries during this transitional time is 
important to the early adolescent. It is especially important that there is an anchor for the 
student, since things are changing, sometimes rapidly. To have set boundaries gives a 
sense of comfort to the student, and even though at this point of development the student 
is pushing the limits, he or she still feels safe when they know how far they can push, and 
that they won’t be allowed to go too far, or hurt themselves. 
The adults and the students are in agreement with this statement, with 100% of 
the adults and 69% of the students agreeing that students work more effectively with 
clear boundaries. As a management issue, pre-service teachers should be taught different 
models and strategies of developing boundaries for their students that would work with 
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the pre-service teacher’s personality. The fact that experienced teachers and middle 
school students both strongly indicated the effectiveness of boundaries emphasizes the 
necessity of teaching pre-service teachers how to set boundaries for this age group. 
Early adolescents do not like strict teachers, question nineteen, is designed to 
work in conjunction with the previous question about boundaries. Even though early 
adolescents agree with the need for boundaries, they do not like strict teachers. The issue 
becomes how to set clear boundaries without crossing the line into strictness. The major 
difference is the use of the word strict. If the word firm were used instead, the response 
may have been different. The word strict seems to be a red flag to early adolescents. 
Although they agreed (strongly, 81%) with the statement about strictness, their comments 
illustrate that they still want the ‘firmness’. A pre-service teacher would have to learn 
the difference between strict and firm, and how to communicate clear boundaries and 
strictness with the other qualities required by an effective teacher. 
Teacher flexibility does not affect learning, (question twenty), follows the 
management theme of the previous questions. The adult respondents disagreed with a 
high 95%; indicating flexibility does indeed affect learning. Teacher flexibility is a 
characteristic that the adults would understand more than the students. Flexibility, the 
capability of adapting, is characteristic experienced effective teachers have learned 
through necessity. Therefore, a pre-service teacher should be made aware of the 
numerous times a teacher must adapt his or her original lesson plan in a single day due to 
the vagaries of the students, the issues which interfere with a regular day, or even the 
reaction of the students to the lesson itself. The pre-service teacher should be taught to 
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have back-up plans, and even back-up plans for the back-up plans. Different strategies 
should be taught to deal with interruptions. The pre-service teachers should be taught to 
recognize the underlying currents which may be affecting the flow of a lesson, such as 
peer pressure, or the effect of student-to-student relationship issues on a class (issues 
which change daily or even more often). A wonderful lesson plan can quickly go awry if 
signals from the students go unnoticed or untended. 
The students would probably not notice if their teacher was flexible, but they 
would most certainly be aware if their teacher were not flexible. 45% of the students 
agreed that teacher flexibility affects learning. There was a high number (27%) of 
students who answered no opinion, indicating they most likely do not even notice the 
subtleties of teacher flexibility. 
The concept of teaming in the middle school (question 16) is an issue involving 
the middle school philosophy. School teams help with classroom management asks for 
opinions on how teams help with management issues. There are many more facets to 
teaming, however the management piece is the one this question is concerned with. 
The students agreed with this statement, (62%) however there was a high number 
of students who answered no opinion (31%). It is quite possible the students may not be 
aware of what is involved in classroom management, and the role teams may play. 
Students know what management is, but not necessarily the finer points of management 
in a classroom. To the student, this questions measures the results of management under 
a team configuration, while to the teacher this question measures the helpfulness of the 
team configuration in terms of management. A high number of teachers (83%) saw the 
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help the team configuration is in terms of management. A course on the philosophy and 
management of a middle school should be a requirement for middle level teachers. A 
pre-service teacher should be taught about teaming in middle school, the advantages and 
disadvantages, and how the team configuration can be used to help with classroom 
management. There are different team configurations that would include various 
numbers and positions of members, various duties and expectations. Understanding these 
issues will enhance the effectiveness of the middle level educator. 
Adolescent Characteristics 
Early adolescents are at an emotional stage of development, question eight, verifies 
the information found in the literature (Atwater, 1996). Early adolescents are on an 
emotional roller coaster, and both adults (97%) and students (61%) recognize this. The 
large number of students who answered no opinion, (33%) may be due to the fact that 
many students either do not recognize their fluctuating emotional state, or they may not 
yet have begun maturing. 
Some of the student comments reflect the need to recognize this segment of 
development. The emotional development of the adolescent is not always recognized by 
the early adolescent him/herself. The teachers and adults who work with these young 
people everyday recognize this characteristic as an issue that has an effect on the 
academic lives of the students. This is such an integral part of the early adolescent that if 
it is ignored, the teacher’s effectiveness is diminished. Therefore, a strong background in 
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adolescent development is critical for a pre-service teacher to help understand the 
emotional development of the early adolescent. 
An early adolescent has overwhelming energy when compared to other age 
groups, (question twenty-five). This question is directly related to the question above. An 
understanding of the characteristics of early adolescence is a vital component for the 
effective middle school teacher. The energy level of the early adolescent does not 
necessarily influence the teachers’ ability to teach, but may affect the students’ ability to 
learn. This item is reflective of the teacher knowing his or her student. The more you 
know your student, the more effective you will be. 
The students agreed (49%), with only 12% disagreeing. Again, the number of 
respondents with ‘no opinion’ (39%) may be due to the developmental differences of this 
age group, or the fact that the question does ask for a comparison, and the students may 
not remember how much energy they had in elementary school, or be able to compare it 
to how they feel now. 
The list of characteristics expurgated from the questionnaires, surveys, interviews 
and data was not an unusual list of characteristics for a teacher. Such characteristics 
would benefit any teacher at any level. But what does make this list unique is the 
importance of having all of the attributes. The characteristics are: relevant, sense of 
humor, enthusiastic, caring, firmness, flexibility, energetic, organized, patient, creative, 
and knowledgeable 
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Implications 
The eleven essential characteristics that were derived by the study (not in any 
particular order) are: relevance, humor, enthusiasm, caring, firmness, flexibility, 
energetic, organized, patient, creative and knowledgeable. For middle level educator, 
these affective characteristics are essential for success. These characteristics can be 
learned. These characteristics may be common for some pre-service teachers, but not 
necessarily. A middle level education program should incorporate the identification and 
development of these eleven essential affective characteristics into its program of study. 
It is possible to identify actions and behaviors which are representative of these 
characteristics, and teach these actions. 
1. The characteristic of relevance (a connection to the matter at hand) A pre¬ 
service teacher should have, as a lesson-planning requirement, a relevance component. 
Why does the student need to learn this? If the teacher can answer that question, his or 
her effectiveness is increased. A pre-service program should require a relevancy 
component to every lesson plan. 
2. The characteristic of humor (the quality of being laughable or comical). What 
does humor look like? What is the developmental level of humor for an early adolescent? 
How does humor effect physiology? These are all topics that should be addressed in 
teacher education. By watching videos of students in classrooms and in unstructured 
activities, pre-service teachers should be able to recognize the humor level of the early 
adolescent. The other side of humor is that of the teachers who teach at the middle level. 
There are several books that include the humorous side of teaching, including student 
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answers on tests, parent situations, and different activities that occur in a middle school. 
There are also several motivational speakers with expertise at the middle level, who 
would be able to show a pre-service teacher the humorous side of the profession. 
3. The characteristic of enthusiasm (passionate devotion to, or interest in, a cause 
or subject). The fact that a very high majority of adults and students find enthusiasm 
important in education would indicate this should be part of the training of a prospective 
teacher. A search of the literature did not unearth an enthusiasm scale by which to 
measure a person’s enthusiasm, however, this might be something that a training program 
could develop, or have its students develop. Examples of enthusiastic teachers as role 
models (in videos, or even in movies) would help pre-service teachers recognize what 
enthusiasm in teaching might look like. Interviews with students might also give a pre¬ 
service teacher a clear idea of what the students see as enthusiastic teaching. 
4. The characteristic of caring (the function of watching, guarding or overseeing). 
A characteristic such as caring may not be as simply taught, however, the behaviors that 
reflect a caring teacher can be identified and practiced. Whether a person truly cares or 
not is an intimate question that only that person can honestly answer. Teaching ‘active 
listening’ skills would be an initial step toward teaching caring in teaching. Caring 
behaviors can be identified by both the students at a middle school as well as by the 
students in a teacher education program. The behaviors can then be practiced and honed. 
5. The characteristic of firmness (indicating or possessing determination, 
resolution or persistence). As a management issue, pre-service teachers should be taught 
different models and strategies of developing boundaries for their students that would 
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work with the pre-service teacher’s personality. The fact that experienced teachers and 
middle school students both strongly indicated the effectiveness of boundaries 
emphasizes the necessity of teaching how to set boundaries for this age group. A pre¬ 
service teacher would have to learn the difference between strict and firm, and how to 
communicate clear boundaries and strictness with the other qualities required by an 
effective teacher. 
6. The characteristic of flexibility, (capable of adapting) During the phase of pre- 
service education when a student is required to create a lesson plan, the student should 
have not only one lesson plan, but a contingency plan as well, ready for use if the time 
allotted is suddenly cut short. The instructor could also tell the student to be prepared for 
interruptions and disruptions, and the student should have quick filler plans ready for 
short time slots. Other students could be instructed to play the roles of early adolescents, 
displaying some of the common characteristics seen in middle school. Some pre-service 
students would adapt quite readily to the conditions above. For many pre-service students 
it would take a little practice to become comfortable, or even agile, with the realistic 
conditions. There would also be certain pre-service students who would not become 
adept in handling realistic situations. 
7. The characteristic of energy, (capacity or power for work or vigorous activity). 
This characteristic is a health issue that should be addressed in a pre-service program. An 
effective middle school teacher radiates a lot of energy. To maintain the high level, he or 
she must be healthy. The health component of working in a school is one that should be 
addressed at every level. The teacher also may be the first to notice problematic health 
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issues in the students that could negatively affect the student’s ability to learn. A pre¬ 
service teacher needs to have a background in the possible health issues as well physical 
development issues for early adolescents as well as for him or herself 
8. The characteristic of being organized (to arrange in an orderly manner). The 
amount of paperwork involved in the management of a class can be overwhelming. How 
should a new teacher set up a grade book? How should different assignments be 
weighted? What is a good system for managing papers received on time, papers received 
late? No homework? After school help? Extra credit? What is a system for 
communicating with parents? How often should the students be sent progress reports? 
How do you manage portfolio assessments, or project assessment? All of these issues will 
impact the organizational ability of the teacher, and should be addressed in a pre-service 
program. If a new teacher goes into his or her first job with a system already set up, more 
time will be available for the other components of affective teaching, such as having time 
listening instead of grading papers. 
9. The characteristic of patience (capable of enduring hardship or inconvenience 
without complaint). This particular characteristic is one that would be difficult to teach, 
however, like caring, you could teach what patience looks like; you could gives rules of 
thumb for different situations. Having the pre-service teachers practice wait time, to 
learn the philosophy behind that concept, would be one way to practice patience. 
Understanding the characteristics of the early adolescent by requiring a course in 
adolescent development would make it easier for a teacher to understand, and be patient 
with, their actions and activities. 
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10. The characteristic of creativity (the power or ability to invent). This 
characteristic is one that could be taught through lesson plans. There are multitudes of 
lesson plan sites on internet which are free to access. A person who might not be 
personally creative would not be at a disadvantage if he or she knew how to access the 
plans of someone who was creative. A pre-service program should incorporate the 
investigation of lesson planning using different methodologies for the same content. The 
new teacher would develop a repertoire of his or her own plans that would become more 
and more creative as he or she became more experienced. 
11. The characteristic of knowledge (the sum of what has been perceived, 
discovered or inferred). This last characteristic is one that is easily identified and taught 
through the current pre-service programs for teacher education. One aspect that does not 
have enough attention is that of adolescent development (National Board for Professional 
Teaching Standards, 1989). To increase the effectiveness of middle level teachers, 
another area that should be addressed is the philosophy and management of middle 
schools. 
Just as in learning to drive, both with realistic simulators and in real situations, 
there are people who excel and those who do not. This is not a reflection on their 
character or integrity. In a pre-service program, the question for students becomes, “Is 
this what I want to do with my life?” Not every person who begins college with the idea 
of becoming a teacher finishes with the same idea. 
If a person is aware of the necessity for certain characteristics, it is possible that 
he or she will consider very carefully about choosing middle school teaching as a career. 
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A veteran teacher, changing to the middle level from another level of education, may find 
it helpful to know the characteristics that will be instrumental when investigating 
methodologies of teaching at this level. An experienced teacher at the middle level who 
is trying to improve his or her practices may also find a list of essential characteristics a 
useful device for which to measure his or her methodology and effectiveness. 
Overall, the essence of an effective teacher could be found under the umbrella of 
the affective qualities of caring. There is a growing amount of literature about the 
benefits of teaching ‘caring’ to the students, and even about the effectiveness of a caring 
teacher. A search of the literature found no references to pre-service teacher programs 
which focuses on, and teaches how to be, a caring teacher. This study supports the idea 
of teaching pre-service teachers the affective characteristics frequently encountered in 
effective teachers. 
Limitations of the Study 
This study has several limitations that should be addressed. The first limitation is 
the student participants. The students were primarily seventh and eighth graders. A 
middle school can be composed of grades five through nine, however, most generally 
encompass sixth through eighth grade. This study included only seventh and eighth grade 
students; no sixth graders were included. This limitation was ameliorated, somewhat, by 
the inclusion of sixth grade teachers in the teacher section. The developmental 
differentiation between sixth graders and eight graders is often wide. The responses from 
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the sixth graders to the questions in the study required reflective thinking, and the 
number of sixth graders who have developed this level of thinking made it less likely to 
achieve usable data from this age group. 
The second limitation is the all-volunteer status of the participants. All students 
who were asked to fill out the questionnaire agreed to participate. The majority of the 
teachers who were asked to volunteer also agreed to participate. However, there were 
many teachers who choose not to participate in the study. The possible data from this 
particular group might have added another dimension to the study, perhaps a reverse 
view, or a different view of what constitutes effective characteristics of an effective 
middle level teacher. 
The third limitation to the study is the culturally biased group. This limitation 
primarily affects the student data. The student respondents were from the same area of 
Massachusetts, and lived within similar socio-economic ranges. The adult respondents 
were from two culturally divergent areas of the United States, Massachusetts and Hawaii. 
The Hawaiian respondents were an ethnically diverse group. However, although their 
geographic locations varied greatly from Western Massachusetts, as was the 
socioeconomic make-up of the group of volunteers, the data from the teacher group, 
reflected the cultural norms of most US citizens, although it may not be reflective of 
Hawaiian cultural norms. 
The fourth and most serious limitation of the study is the lack of common 
definitions for the words used in the study, such as enthusiastic, caring, or patient. The 
respondents were asked to rank nine descriptive words and how they depict the 
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effectiveness of a teacher, in order of importance. The respondents were not supplied 
with a definition of the words, allowing them to interpret them independently. This 
allowed the respondents to possibly consign different meanings to the words. The words 
used were common words, often used in everyday conversation, however, it is possible 
they may have been construed to have different meanings. 
Future Studies 
Several areas might benefit from further study. The question of teaming in the 
middle school brought mixed responses. This could be because many of the current 
middle school teachers were trained to be elementary or secondary teachers, and thus do 
not have a background in middle school philosophy. Because middle school educators 
are not all required having a base in middle school philosophy, the ideals are not 
widespread. The whole topic of teams and philosophy behind them are seriously lacking 
in practicing teachers. The workforce is older, and as teachers retire, they will be 
replaced by younger and, hopefully, more middle school educated people. 
Another area that had a strong response from the students is that of creativity. The 
role creativity plays in education, and its importance at the middle level requires further 
study. The students strongly rated creativity, implying it is very important at their stage of 
development. The importance of this should not be overlooked when exploring middle 
level teaching methods. 
A third area that had mixed responses from the adults and the students was the 
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importance of role modeling. How much do students model their behavior on the adults 
in their sphere of influence? This area would benefit from further research. 
The fourth area which was given a lot of attention by the participants in this 
study, but which was not addressed very heavily in the research is the role of humor in 
the middle school. Humor is an integral part of both early adolescents and effective 
middle school teachers; but what does this characteristic actually look like? What kind of 
humor is most effective? Least effective? How is humor communicated to the developing 
early adolescent? This area would benefit from further research. 
The final area that could be addressed in a future study is an affective assessment 
or requirement as part of a teacher-testing program for certification. Since affective 
characteristics have such an impact on teacher efficacy, shouldn't these be a part of the 
training and assessment? 
Middle Level Teacher Education Program of the Future 
A well-rounded middle level teacher education program would offer education in 
four areas. First, the program should educate the pre-teacher about his or her intended 
students. The program should include instruction in early adolescent development, social 
issues of concern to the early adolescent, normal psychology, and abnormal psychology 
of the early adolescent. 
Second, the program should include a strong background in the specific academic 
subject the pre-service teacher is intending to pursue, along with a general background in 
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all the academic subjects taught at this level. The pre-service teacher should be the expert 
in his or her own class, but at the middle level it is not enough to simply know one’s own 
subject. The teacher should be versed in all the subjects in order to be more effective in 
interdisciplinary activities. 
Third, the program should include instruction in the philosophy of the education 
of middle level learners; how a middle school is set up and run, to include the programs 
specific to middle schools, such as teaming, interdisciplinary units, advisor-advisee 
programs, and inclusion. The program should also instruct in methods and models of 
teaching which are most effective with the early adolescent, such as exploratory and 
kinesthetic models of instruction. 
Fourth and most importantly, the teacher education program should teach the 
attributes found in successful, effective teachers. Such attributes should be specifically 
identified, studied and practiced. 
If a middle level teacher education program were to include all four areas 
suggested above, all of which would include actual time with early adolescent students 
and with effective mentor teachers, the pre-service teacher would be prepared to meet the 
needs of today’s youth. 
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APPENDIX A 
CONSENT FORM 
Consent tor voluntary participation: The purpose of this research is to examine the 
characteristics of effective teachers at the middle level for possible use by teacher 
educators. The research will focus on four areas: content, motivation, management, and 
care. Amy Gelinas is conducting the research as part of her doctoral dissertation at the 
University of Massachusetts Amherst. 
1. I will be asked to participate in one or both of the following ways: 
a. To participate in a discussion concerning effective middle school teachers in 
terms of content, motivation, management, and care. 
b. To complete a survey or questionnaire pertaining to effective teaching at the 
middle level. 
2. My name will not be used, nor will I be identified personally in any way or at any 
time. I 
understand it will be necessary to identify participants by position (e.g., a pre-service 
teacher, or, a middle school student). 
3. I understand the discussions may be tape-recorded to facilitate analysis of the data. 
4. I am free to participate or not participate, and I may withdraw from part or all of this 
study at any time without prejudice. 
5. I have the right to review material prior to the final oral exam or other publication. I 
may obtain a copy of the aggregate results of the study by contacting Amy Gelinas by 
email, geli9@aol.com. or by calling 413/684-2441. 
6.1 understand that results from this survey will be included in Amy Gelinas’ doctoral dis 
sertation and may also be included in manuscripts submitted to professional journals for 
publication. I also understand there will be no remuneration as a result of my 
participation. 
Please return the bottom half of the form 
I agree to participate in the study on effective teaching in the Middle School. I have read 
the information above, and fully understand what is required and my rights as a 
participant. I further understand that for further information or to obtain a copy of the 
aggregate results of the study I may contact Amy Gelinas by email geli9@aol.com. or by 
calling 413/684-2441. 
Researcher’s signature_date_ 
Participant’s signature __date_ 
Guardian’s signature (if under 18)_date_ 
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APPENDIX B 
PRIMARY SURVEY 
Think about effective middle level teachers you have been exposed to recently or in the 
past; what are some ways these teachers stand-out in the following four areas: 
CONTENT: 
MOTIVATION: 
MANAGEMENT: 
CARING: 
Please list 5 to 10 attributes you feel describe effective, above-average middle level 
teachers: 
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APPENDIX C 
SURVEY 
The purpose of this survey is to help determine the qualities and characteristics of an 
effective middle school teacher. The questions in this survey are based on the results of 
interviews with middle school students, teachers, and student teachers. The results of this 
survey will be used in a published doctoral study done by Amy R. Gelinas at the 
University of Massachusetts. At no time will your name be used. You may obtain an 
abstract of the congregate results of this study by emailing geli9@aol.com. Thank you for 
your participation. 
I am a student | ! 
Please circle the response that most closely matches your opinion 
I am an adult | | 
Strongly agree Agree No Opinion Disagree Strongly disagree 
1. It is important to tell the students why 
they need to know what they are learning. 1 2 3 4 5 
2. Early adolescents have not yet developed 
abstract thinking skills. 1 2 3 4 5 
3. To be effective, a middle school teacher 
must have a sense of humor. 1 2 3 4 5 
4. Students model the teacher’s behavior. 1 
5. Hands-on activities motivate no more than 
other methods of teaching. 1 2 3 
6. It is unnecessary to connect content with current 
topics and issues in the world. 1 2 
7. Student grades are not affected if the teacher 
develops a relationship with the student which 
extends beyond the classroom. 1 2 
8. Early adolescent’s are at an emotional stage 
of development. 1 2 
9. Enthusiastic teachers are more effective 1 2 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
10. Trust is not more of an issue in middle 
school then at other levels of education. 1 2 
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Strongly agree..Agree No Opinion Disagre Strongly disagree 
11. A student should show respect for the teacher 
before the teacher shows respect for 12 345 
the student. 
12. Peer pressure is not an issue at middle 1 2 3 
school. 
13. Subject knowledge is all the teacher needs to 
be effective. 1 2 3 
14. The harder the teacher works, the harder the 
student works. 1 2 3 
15. Obvious enthusiasm effects learning 1 2 3 
outcome. 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
16. School teams help with classroom management. 
1 2 3 4 5 
17. Students work harder for teachers whom they 
think listen to them. 1 2 3 4 5 
18 Clear boundaries allow students to work 
more effectively. 1 2 3 
19. Early adolescent students do not like strict 
teachers. 1 2 3 
4 5 
4 5 
20. Teacher flexibility does not affect learning. 
1 2 
21. Fairness has no more importance to the early 
adolescent then to other age groups. 1 2 
22. A middle school student is concerned about 
his/her academic future; beyond just a few years. 
1 2 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
23. Academic warnings show the teacher cares. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Strongly agree Agree No Opinion Disagre Strongly disagree 
24. The teacher who is "with-it' is not more effective 
then the teacher who is not aware of current trends. 
1 2 3 4 5 
25. An early adolescent has overwhelming energy 
when compared to other age groups. 12 345 
26. Effective middle school teachers laugh often. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Below is a list of words used to describe effective middle school teachers. Please rank the 
following words in order of importance, with 1 being the most important, and 9 the least 
important. 
enthusiastic _sense of humor _creative 
flexible _caring _knowledgeable 
organized _patient _ firm 
Please add any comments that you think describe effective middle school teachers. 
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APPENDIX D 
FOCUS GROUP PROTOCOL 
I. Introduce study 
II. Review consent form; signatures 
III. Questions: 
1. Describe, in your own words, what makes an effective teacher. 
2. How does the teacher you described make the content, the actual stuff 
you learn, understandable? 
3. Illustrate how the teacher you described motivates you to do your best 
work? 
4. Give me some examples of how the teacher you described manages 
the classroom, in terms of discipline, paperwork, and activities. 
5. How can you tell if your teacher likes you, or cares about how well 
you do in school? 
IV. Closure: Thank you for participating. 
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